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Femtosecond pulse generation in surface-emitting semiconductor lasers
Adrian Hugh Quarterman
In this thesis I report signiﬁcant advances towards the goal of stable ultrashort pulse
generation in mode-locked optically pumped vertical external-cavity surface-emitting
lasers(VECSELs). ContinuouswaveVECSELswereﬁrstdesignedasatypeofsemicon-
ductor laser capable of producing high output power in near transform-limited beams.
Optical pumping allows the output power of the device to be increased simply by in-
creasing the pumped area of the sample, and an external cavity forces the laser into sin-
gle transverse mode operation. VECSELs’ external cavities also allow for the insertion
of semiconductor saturable absorber mirrors (SESAMs) for modelocking. Mode-locked
VECSELs have surpassed the performance of other types of mode-locked semiconduc-
tor laser, with modelocking via the optical Stark effect allowing VECSELs to produce
sub-picosecond pulses in transform-limited beams, at power levels up to 100 mW and
at GHz repetition rates.
The work presented in this thesis describes recent progress in reducing the dura-
tions of VECSEL pulses to below 100 fs. At these pulse durations, gain saturation
forces the laser oscillator to enter a dynamic regime never before seen in semiconduc-
tor lasers, which is also investigated here. In addition, the timing jitter of a VECSEL
mode-locked using the optical Stark effect is characterised for the ﬁrst time, and a ver-
satile frequency-divider-based active stabilisation technique is demonstrated. Finally,
the fabrication of carbon nanotube based saturable absorbers for VECSEL modelocking
via solution processing is investigated.
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Introduction
The vertical external-cavity surface-emitting laser (VECSEL) is a type of semiconductor
laser that is designed to provide high power, high beam quality laser output. Since the
ﬁrst demonstration of a VECSEL by Kuznetsov et al. in 1997 [7] interest in these lasers
has grown rapidly due to their great potential as a ﬂexible, high brightness source.
Traditionally, semiconductor lasers have been either edge emitting diode lasers or
surface emitting diode lasers, known as vertical cavity surface-emitting lasers (VC-
SELs). Single edge emitting diode lasers are capable of reaching multi-watt power
levels, but the use of a high aspect ratio active region results in output beams with
very poor beam quality. The beam quality of such lasers can be improved by using a
waveguide active region to give single mode output but this limits the power to a few
watts. VCSELs emit beams vertically from a circular active region, and therefore can
produce circular, transform limited output beams. The size of the emitting region is
typically around 10 µm however, limiting the output powers to tens of milliwatts in
transform limited beams. Large active regions can be used to reach higher powers, but
it is very difﬁcult to achieve a uniform current density across such a large area. Such
large area devices are also prone to multimode operation, reducing the beam quality.
VECSELs achieve high powers with good beam quality by emitting light vertically
from a larger active region and by using an external focussing cavity mirror. The prob-
lems of uniform pumping and limited emitting areas suffered by VCSELs are overcome
by using optical pumping rather than electrical pumping. In this way uniform carrier
densitycanbeachievedacrosslargeareas, allowingpowerscalingsimplybyincreasing
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1.1: Schematics of (a) an edge-emitting diode laser, (b) a VCSEL and (c) a VECSEL.
The diagram shows the layer structure and major components of the three types of laser.
Note that in the edge-emitting diode the laser beam is emitted in the plane of the semicon-
ductor layers whereas in the VCSEL and VECSEL emission is perpendicular to the layers.
the spot size of the pump laser in the same way as thin disc solid state lasers. VECSEL’s
external cavities can ensure close to transform limited beam quality. Figure 1.1 shows
schematic views of an edge-emitting diode, a VCSEL and a VECSEL.
Using optical pumping also leads to much simpler sample design and processing.
Samples no longer need to use doped semiconductors to conduct carriers to the active
regions. This signiﬁcantly reduces the overall loss of the device by eliminating free
carrier absorption. Sample processing is simpliﬁed as no contacting of the device is
needed. In some cases samples can be cleaved directly from a wafer and used without
further processing, though in many cases some processing is performed in order to
improve the thermal characteristics, and therefore the efﬁciency of the device. Optical
pumping has its disadvantages however, most notably the scale of the device. Whereas
edge emitting diodes and VCSELs are millimeter scale devices, VECSELs are typically
shoebox-size lasers.
High power CW operation has been the focus of much of the work into VECSELs
as they can provide multi-watt output from a very compact device over a large range
of wavelengths. The ﬁrst VECSEL produced an output of 0.5 W at a wavelength of
1 µm. The output power is largely limited by the temperature of the active region. Im-
proved thermal management, principally either by removing the sample substrate or
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by bonding the sample to a transparent intracavity heatspreader, have lead to signiﬁ-
cant increases in output power. Since their ﬁrst demonstration powers have increased
to over 30 W at wavelengths around 1 µm [8–10]. Heatspreader-bonded VECSELs have
seen similar progress, reaching powers as high as 10 W [11–13].
An alternative to increasing the thermal conductivity of the sample is to reduce the
heat deposited. In-well pumping reduces the quantum defect of the laser by pumping
at wavelengths very close to the laser wavelength and absorbing the pump radiation
in the quantum wells instead of in pump absorbing barrier layers. This also results in
increased efﬁciency. The disadvantage of this method lies in the extremely short ab-
sorption length of the quantum wells. Such lasers must use several passes of the pump
beam throught the active region in order to absorb enough pump power. Several sys-
tems at different wavelengths have been demonstrated using this method including
850 nm [14], 1 µm [15] and 2.3 µm [16]. Other novel pumping methods are also re-
searched. Electrically pumped VECSELs have been demonstrated [17], most notably
by Novalux, as well as integrated optical pumping schemes [18].
VECSELs beneﬁt from the high spectral versatility of semiconductor lasers. A wide
range of emission wavelengths can be selected by bandgap engineering, and the emis-
sion wavelengths of individual devices can be highly tunable thanks to the broad las-
ing bandwidths of semiconductor quantum wells. VECSELs have been demonstrated
in several materials systems with different wavelength ranges. The most common ma-
terials system is the GaAs/AlAs/InGaAs system for lasers around 1 µm [8,10,13,19].
Longer wavelength VECSELs have been demonstrated at wavelengths around 1.2-
1.3 µm using GaInNAs based materials [20] and highly strained InGaAs quantum
wells [21], and 1.5 µm using InP based materials [22, 23]. The low refractive index
contrasts, poor thermal conductivity and high two-photon absorption coefﬁcients of
the InP materials system make VECSELs inefﬁcient at these wavelengths, limiting out-
put powers to less than 1 W. Wafer bonding techniques have used to bond InP based
active regions onto a GaAs based Bragg mirrors allowing watt-level output powers at
the expense of complex sample processing [24]. VECSELs around 2-2.3 µm, using GaSb
based materials, have been demonstrated with powers up to 5W [25] and with tuning
ranges of up to 150 nm [26]. Wavelengths as long as 5.3 µm have been demonstrated
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using small bandgap PbTe semiconductors [27].
One of the largest potential markets for VECSELs is their use in RGB projection
systems. There has therefore also been signiﬁcant work on VECSELs at shorter wave-
lengths. Powers of up to 0.5 W have been demonstrated at 850 nm using AlGaAs based
materials [28] and of up to 0.4 W in the red part of the spectrum [29].
An alternative route to shorter wavelengths is to use second harmonic generation
(SHG) with infrared lasers. The external cavities and high intracavity powers of VEC-
SELs make them ideal candidates for intracavity SHG. Frequency doubling of VEC-
SELs between 1.2 µm and 900 nm has allowed several watts of red [30], green [31] and
blue [32] to be generated. Frequency doubling of red VECSELs has given outputs of
hundreds of milliwatts in the ultraviolet [33].
The external cavities of VECSELs also make them suitable candidates for passive
modelocking using semiconductor saturable absorber mirrors (SESAMs). The optical
path lengths through semiconductors in VECSELs are very small, reducing the strong
phase modulation effects suffered by other types of semiconductor lasers and allowing
them to generate nearly transform limited ultrashort pulses.
Passive modelocking has been demonstrated over a range of wavelengths, includ-
ing 1.5 µm [34], 1.2 µm [35], 1 µm [36] and 830 nm [37], generally producing pulses
with picosecond durations at power levels of hundreds of milliwatts. Again, the high-
est performances have been achieved around 1 µm. Here, powers of up to 2 W have
been achieved [38], and the use of SESAMs designed to operate in the optical Stark
regime has allowed sub-picosecond pulse durations [39,40]. The thin disc geometry of
VECSELs also allows modelocking at high repetition rates, up to 50 GHz having been
demonstrated with picosecond pulse durations [41] and up to 10 GHz with femtosec-
ond pulses [42].
All the VECSELs described above use quantum well gain structures. Research has
also been conducted into quantum dots, as they offer greater wavelength ﬂexibility in
gain structures and improved recovery times and saturation ﬂuences in SESAMs. Both
sub-monolayer [43] and Stranski-Krastanow [44] quantum dot gain structures have
been used to give watt-level CW performance at wavelengths near to 1 µm. Passive
modelocking has been demonstrated in both VECSELs with quantum well gain sam-
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ples and quantum dot SESAMs [41] and quantum dot gain structures and quantum
well SESAMs [45]. Recently, a quantum well gain region and quantum dot SESAM
have been integrated into a single structure called a Mode-locked Integrated External-
Cavity Surface-Emitting Laser, or MIXSEL [46], demonstrating 30 ps duration pulses
and the promise of extremely compact modelocked VECSELs.
Thisthesisbeginsbydescribingtheessentialfeaturesofmode-lockedVECSELsand
the theoretical models used to describe the different modelocking regimes observed. In
chapter 4 I describe in greater detail the features of VECSEL gain sample and SESAM
design. Results are presented for VECSELs producing 500 fs, 260 fs [47] and sub-100-fs
pulses [48], and the changes in sample design required to achieve these pulse dura-
tions are explained. In the case of the sub-100-fs pulses a novel modelocking regime
governed by rapid gain saturation is described and investigated.
Chapter 5 describes the active stabilisation of a sub-picosecond VECSEL, using the
novel method of locking the repetition rate of the laser to an electrical oscillator at a
much lower frequency. In this way the timing jitter of the laser is reduced to a value
of 190 fs in the bandwidth 300 Hz to 1.5 MHz. Sources of pulse timing noise in mod-
elocked VECSELs are identiﬁed and analysed, and applications for low-timing-jitter
VECSELs are discussed.
Chapter 6 describes a study into the use of single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWC-
NTs) as a saturable absorber material for VECSEL modelocking. I examine the optical
properties of SWCNTs and identify possible methods for the fabrication of such an ab-
sorber, including possible solution processing techniques. The mixed sucesses of these
solution processing attempts are analysed, issues identiﬁed, and possibilities for future
work suggested.
5Chapter 2
Principles of VECSEL operation
2.1 Semiconductor properties and quantum well gain media
Semiconductors have great potential as a laser gain medium. Their large optical cross
sections give them the potential for very high optical gain and they have unmatched
potential for spectral versatility via the tuning of the material composition. They can
also be pumped electrically, leading to highly efﬁcient and low cost operation, and the
atomic-level precision of epitaxial growth methods gives extraordinary control over
the device structure.
Figure 2.1 shows the conduction and valence bands of gallium arsenide (GaAs).
The band gap of this material is labelled as Eg, and it is important to note that in gal-
lium arsenide the minimum energy gap occurs at the point where the valence band has
a maximum and the conduction band a minimum. A semiconductor where these ex-
trema both lie at the same momentum is known as a direct bandgap semiconductor. In
direct bandgap semiconductors the probability of radiative trasitions at the band edge
is high, making this type of material ideal for optical devices. Usually, the semicon-
ductors used for optical devices are III-V semiconductors, alloys made of group III and
group V elements. These alloys are mostly direct bandgap semiconductors and have
the high optical transition cross sections required for laser operation.
Figure 2.2 shows the bandgaps and lattice spacings of several common III-V semi-
conductors. The bandgap of a semiconductor can be tailored by adjusting the compo-
sition of the alloy. For example, GaAs has a bandgap of 1.4 eV and AlAs has a bandgap
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Figure 2.1: Band structure of gallium arsenide. The minima of the conduction band lies at
the same momentum value as the maximum of the valence band, indicating that GaAs is a
direct bandgap semiconductor. The three branches of the valence band are the heavy hole
band, the light hole band and the spin-off band. Modiﬁed from [1].
of 2.2 eV. The bandgap of an AlxGa1−xAs alloy can be varied between these two values
by tuning the aluminium fraction, x.
Figure 2.2: Diagram showing the band gaps and lattice constants of several common III-V
semiconductors. Modiﬁed from [2].
The AlGaAs material system is a very convenient one to use as its lattice constant
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changes very little over the whole composition range. This is not the case for most alloy
systems, which can result in the device having overall strain due to mismatched lattice
constants. If the strain is not compensated for it can cause defects to propagate through
the material, severely limiting device lifetime. Strain compensating layers can be used
to give the device no overall strain, as discussed in section 2.5.2.
Bulk semiconductor is rarely used as a gain medium as the current density required
for laser threshold is very high. The threshold can be reduced by reducing the dimen-
sionality of the gain medium. The medium can be conﬁned to two dimensions, one
dimension or zero dimensions leading to quantum wells, quantum wires or quantum
dots. The different degrees of conﬁnement give rise to different densities of states and
therefore to different radiative transition rates.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 2.3: Density of states near the band edge for semiconductor materials with different
degrees of conﬁnement. (a) shows bulk semiconductor, (b) a quantum well, (c) a quantum
wire, and (d) a quantum dot.
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Figure 2.3 shows the density of states for the different degrees of conﬁnement. It
can be seen that increasing the degree of conﬁnement causes an increase in the density
of states at the band edge. VECSELs have been demonstrated using both quantum
well and quantum dot gain media, but all those described in this work were based on
quantum wells.
2.2 Gain in semiconductor quantum wells
In order to ﬁnd the gain experienced by light passing through a quantum well we need
to derive the rates of transitions between the conduction and valence bands. These
rates can be found from the population densities, which depend of the pumping, and
the transition probabilities, which can be calculated using Fermi’s golden rule. The
transition probability per second per unit volume can be calculated [49] to be
Rτ(E) =
e2λ0
2c0m2
en2Np |MT|
2 ρj(E), (2.1)
where n is the refractive index, Np is the photon number density, |MT| is the matrix
element of the transition and ρj(E) is the joint density of states.
Momentum conservation rules mean that photons can only cause vertical transi-
tions between the bands shown in ﬁgure 2.1, meaning that the joint density of states is
given by the density of states in either the conduction or the valence band. Assuming
that each band can be approximated by a parabola near to the zero momentum point,
the joint density of states is given by
ρj(E) =
mc,v
2π~2L
Nl X
i=1
Θ(hν − (Eci − Evi)), (2.2)
where Θ is the Heaviside function, mc,v is the effective mass of the carriers in the band
and L is the thickness of the quantum well. As all the transitions in our lasers occur
between the i = 1 levels equation 2.2 can be simpliﬁed to
ρj =
mc,v
2π~2L
. (2.3)
The rates of stimulated transitions from one band to another is determined by the
availability of carriers in one band and the availability of empty states in the other. The
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transition rates from the conduction band to the valence band and from the valence
band to the conduction band correspond to stimulated emission and absorption and
are given by
Rcv = Rτfc(1 − fv), (2.4)
and
Rvc = Rτfv(1 − fc), (2.5)
where fc,v are the Fermi-Dirac functions describing the ﬁlling of the states in each band.
In the steady state the probability of a carrier in a band being found at energy E is given
by the Fermi-Dirac distributions in the two bands:
fc,v(E) =
1
1 + e(E−Efc,v)/kbT , (2.6)
where Efc,v is the Fermi energy for each band.
If a laser beam passes through the medium then the rate at which photons are
added to the beam is given by the difference between the rates of stimulated emission
and absorption, leading to the equation for the gain per unit length
g =
n
cNp
(Rcv − Rvc) =
e2λ0 |MT|
2
2c20m2
en
(fc − fv)ρj(E). (2.7)
The rate equation for the photon number in the device can be found by integrating the
stimulated emission and absorption terms over the gain medium to ﬁnd
dNp
dt
= Γz
Z
Rτfc(1 − fv)dz − Γz
Z
Rτfv(1 − fc)dz −
Np
τp
, (2.8)
where the ﬁrst and second terms describe the effect of stimulated emission and absorp-
tion and the third term describes the ﬁxed cavity loss in terms of a cavity lifetime τp.
The overlap between the electric ﬁeld distribution and the quantum well is described
by the longitudinal conﬁnement factor Γz.
The gain experienced will become positive when fc > fv which is equivelent to
requiring that Efc > Efv. The Fermi levels in the conduction and valence bands are
determined by the carrier densities in the bands by noting that the total number of
carriers in a band is given by
N =
Z ∞
0
fc,v(E)ρc,v(E)dE, (2.9)
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from which one can ﬁnd
Efc = kbT ln

e
Ncπ~2L
mekbT − 1

, (2.10)
and
Efv = kbT ln

e
Nvπ~2L
mhkbT − 1

. (2.11)
If the device is pumped so as to move carriers from the valence band to the con-
duction band then the carrier density will increase until the condition for positive gain
is met. The point at which stimulated emission exactly matches absorption is known
as transparency. Carrier densities at transparency for quantum wells are typically of
the order of 1018 cm−3. Figure 2.4 shows the gain of a single InGaAs quantum well
as a function of carrier density above and below threshold. As the carrier density in-
creases the gain can be seen to increase until threshold is reached at 0.88×1018 cm−3.
As the carrier density is increased further the gain approaches a maximum value of
approximately 0.6%.
Figure 2.4: Gain of a single 8 nm thick In0.25Ga0.75As quantum well as a function of carrier
density. Transparency is reached at a carrier density of 0.88×1018 cm−3 and the maximum
gain is 0.58%.
Rate equations for the numbers of carriers in the conduction and valence bands can
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also be deﬁned. If pumping shifts carriers from the valence band to the conduction
band at a rate RP, then
dNc
dt
= RP − Γz
Z
Rτfc(1 − fv)dz + Γz
Z
Rτfv(1 − fc)dz − Rwaste(Nc), (2.12)
and
dNv
dt
= −RP + Γz
Z
Rτfc(1 − fv)dz − Γz
Z
Rτfv(1 − fc)dz + Rwaste(Nc). (2.13)
Rwaste(Nc) includes all ’wasted’ recombinations which do not add photons to the laser
beam. As such it includes spontaneous emission (assuming that few photons are spon-
taneously emitted into the laser mode), which depends quadratically on Nc, as well as
the non-radiative recombination mechanisms described in the following section.
2.3 Non-radiative processes in semiconductors
In addition to the radiative processes described above it is worth considering some of
the non-radiative processes that affect laser operation. Some of these effects allow non-
radiative recombination and therefore will reduce the fraction of excited carriers that
contribute to laser gain. The processes affecting the carrier distribution inside a band
are also described brieﬂy.
In the VECSEL gain structure described below in section 2.5, carriers are generated
by absorption of 830 nm radiation in a GaAs region. The carriers then travel through
the semiconductor until they reach an InGaAs quantum well, where they lose energy
via scattering processes to drop into the quantum well, forming a Fermi-Dirac distrib-
ution as described above.
Two scattering processes are involved in the formation of this Fermi-Dirac distrib-
ution. Firstly, carrier-carrier scattering allows the electrons to form a distribution with
a particular characteristic temperature. Carrier-phonon scattering then allows the elec-
trons to exchange energy with the crystal lattice, allowing the temperature of the dis-
tribution to equalise with that of the lattice.
These processes occur over timescales determined by the scattering processes. For
the InGaAs quantum wells used in both the gain samples and the SESAMs used in this
work the carrier-carrier scattering time is approximately 35 fs and the carrier-phonon
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scattering time is of the order of a few hundred femtoseconds. Both scattering times
increase with both carrier density and temperature, and can therefore be expected to be
shorter in the gain sample than the SESAM. In the steady state these mechanisms have
a limited effect on the laser behaviour as they are both much shorter than the timescale
over which the pump laser replaces carriers. They become important, however, when
pulses passing through the medium approach these timescales, as is discussed in chap-
ter 4.
Besides radiative recombination, the two main recombination processes are recom-
bination at defect sites and Auger recombination. These three processes all depend
differently on the carrier density. Defect recombination occurs when carriers scatter off
defects in the material, giving their energy to the lattice. The rate at which this process
occurs depends linearly on the density of defects and on the carrier density. Loss of
carriers in the gain sample through this mechanism can therefore be reduced by using
high quality growth processes such as molecular beam epitaxy. In a SESAM a high de-
fect density can be desirable as it speeds up the overall recovery, as discussed in section
4.2.2.
Auger recombination occurs when an electron loses its energy by scattering off an-
other carrier. This process requires three carriers to be present, an electron and a hole
to recombine with each other and a third carrier to conserve energy and momentum.
Auger recombination therefore depends on the cube of the carrier density, becoming a
major source of loss in VECSELs at high pump powers.
TakingdefectrecombinationandAugerrecombinationintoaccountaswellasspon-
taneous emission it is now possible to ﬁnd an expression for the rate of ’wasted’ recom-
binations in equations 2.12 and 2.13 as
Rwaste(Nc) = ANc + BN2
c + CN3
c , (2.14)
where the three terms describe defect recombination, spontaneous emission and Auger
recombination respectively.
Auger recombination also depends on the carrier-carrier scattering time, which in-
creases with temperature. As Auger recombination converts the energy of the electron
to heat, it is clear that a runaway process can occur. As the temperature rises Auger re-
combination will become increasingly probable, resulting in more heat being dumped
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into the sample and reducing the gain. The positive feedback in this process can re-
sult in large temperature increases, and beyond a certain pump threshold will severely
reduce the gain of the device in a process known as thermal rollover. Devices with
low threshold carrier densities and good thermal characteristics are less susceptible to
thermal rollover, making such properties desirable.
2.4 Components of mode-locked VECSELs
VECSELs were originally conceived as semiconductor lasers which could give high
output powers in transform limited beams, something that is difﬁcult to achieve in
traditional electrically pumped semiconductor lasers. Figure 2.5 shows a VECSEL.
The gain sample is an active mirror, amplifying the light reﬂected from it. The laser
cavity is formed between this active mirror and an external cavity mirror. The sam-
ple is pumped in a circular spot by another laser, usually a ﬁbre coupled diode laser.
The pump light is absorbed in pump-absorbing layers near the quantum wells, allow-
ing carriers generated in the pump absorbing layers to move into the quantum wells,
providing gain. Once the carrier density is above threshold then light emitted by the
quantum wells into the cavity deﬁned by the DBR and the external mirror will begin
to oscillate. An output coupler is used as the external mirror, allowing useful output to
be extracted.
VECSELs can give output powers of several watts in transform-limited beams. The
external cavity also makes it possible to add further elements into the laser. CW VEC-
SELs often use intracavity second harmonic crystals to convert infrared radiation to
visible wavelengths. Alternatively, saturable absorbers can be introduced in order to
mode-lock the laser.
2.5 VECSEL gain samples
Figure 2.6 shows the general type of VECSEL gain sample used in this work. It can
be split into two major parts; the DBR mirror, and the active region which contains
both pump absorbing layers and quantum wells. A high reﬂectivity AlAs/GaAs DBR
is used as a cavity end mirror. The active region contains GaAs pump absorbing lay-
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Figure 2.5: VECSEL schematic. Pump light is shown in green, laser light in red. The cavity
is formed between the gain sample and the external output coupler.
ers where carriers are generated, which then move into the InGaAs quantum wells to
provide gain.
Figure 2.6: Gain sample layer structure showing the DBR, active region with quantum
wells, and the spacer layer.
The overall thickness of the sample is also important as a microcavity is formed
between the DBR and the sample surface. This microcavity acts as an etalon whose
spectral ﬁltering effects muct be carefully controlled. These features are described in
the following sections. In particular, I will discuss how best to design each component
for sub-picosecond pulse generation.
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2.5.1 Distributed Bragg reﬂectors
Lightpassingfromlowindextohighindexmaterialispartiallyreﬂectedattheinterface
between the two materials. If alternating quarter-wavelength thick layers of high and
low index material are used then the reﬂections from the high-to-low index interfaces
will add constructively to give a much higher reﬂectivity than can be achieved using a
single layer, as shown in ﬁgure 2.7.
Figure 2.7: DBR multilayer reﬂective coating. Light arriving from the left experiences re-
ﬂection from each low-index-to-high-index interface. The reﬂected waves add in phase to
give high reﬂectivity, causing the amplitude of the electric ﬁeld to decay rapidly through
the material.
The reﬂectivity of such a mirror is governed by two factors. The index contrast
between the high and low index layers determines how much light is reﬂected at each
interface. A high index contrast is therefore desirable. The second factor is the number
of layers. If a ﬁxed percentage of the light is reﬂected at each interface then it is clear
that the light transmitted by the DBR at the design wavelength will decrease exponen-
tially with the number of layers.
The VECSELs used in this work all operate at wavelengths around 1030 nm. The
GaAs/AlAs material system is ideal for use at these wavelengths. The wide lattice
matching range described in section 2.1 means that a high index contrast is possible
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without introducing strain to the DBR. The bandgaps of GaAs and AlAs are both large
enough that light at 1030 nm is not absorbed, but the 830 nm pump radiation used in
1030 nm VECSELs is absorbed in GaAs. Pump absorption in the DBR might at ﬁrst
glance seem unimportant, as any pump radiation not absorbed in the active region is
lost anyway, however absorption of the pump in the DBR increases the thermal load
of the gain chip which reduces its efﬁciency. Ga0.8Al0.2As/AlAs can be used instead of
GaAs as the pump radiation is not absorbed in Ga0.8Al0.2As. This would increase the
efﬁciency of the sample but the refractive index contrast is reduced, meaning that more
repeats are needed and resulting in worse dispersion characteristics. All the samples
used in this work used GaAs/AlAs DBRs.
Properties of multilayered structures can be calculated by using a transfer matrix
approach. Here the details of the layer structure are speciﬁed and the electric ﬁeld in-
side the structure is calculated numerically using transfer matrices. Properties such as
the reﬂectivity or the GDD of the multilayer can then be calculated from the known E-
ﬁeld. Figure 2.8 (a) shows calculated reﬂectivity spectra for Ga0.8Al0.2As/AlAs DBRs
with 21, 41 and 61 layers. The number of layers in the DBR is an important consider-
ation. More layers will give a higher reﬂectivity but worse dispersive characteristics.
The reﬂectivity at the design wavelength increases from 0.97 to 0.9999.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.8: Reﬂectivity (a) and group delay dispersion (GDD) (b) of several DBRs with dif-
ferent numbers of layers. More layers give better reﬂectivity but at the price of a narrower
stopband and more GDD.
The bandwidth of the DBR is of great importance in a modelocked VECSEL as large
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lasing bandwidths are necessary to produce ultrashort pulses. In a low gain laser like a
VECSEL even small changes in the reﬂectivity can have signiﬁcant effects on the laser
behaviour. Curvature of the stopband of the DBR is analogous to adding an intracavity
wavelength ﬁlter, which is to be avoided if at all possible.
The phase change of light reﬂected from a DBR is also important. Material disper-
sion has a signiﬁcant effect on the phase of the reﬂected light but, in addition different
wavelengths of light are reﬂected at different effective depths in the DBR. This causes
dispersion as the different wavelengths in an ultrashort pulse will experience differ-
ent delays, resulting in pulse lengthening. This dispersion is minimised for high index
contrast DBRs with a small number of repeats. Figure 2.8 (b) shows the second order
dispersion of the same DBRs shown in ﬁgure 2.8 (a). The DBRs with fewer repeats can
be seen to have lower second order dispersion.
As can be seen in ﬁgure 2.8, away from the centre wavelength a DBR introduces
ﬁnite amounts of second order dispersion. DBRs can therefore be used to a limited
extent as dispersion compensating elements, by choosing the centre wavelength of the
DBR of a sample such that the desired amount of GDD will be experienced at the laser
wavelength.
A DBR with 27.5 repeats is chosen for the gain samples used in this work as it
provides a reﬂectivity of over 99.9% over a bandwidth greater than 100 nm and has
suitably low dispersion. The centre wavelengths of the DBRs in individual samples are
chosen to introduce the GDD required for dispersion compensation in a given laser.
2.5.2 Active region
The purpose of the active region is to provide laser gain. To this end it contains quan-
tum wells which must be provided with carriers if they are to reach inversion and
provide gain. The active region therefore also contains pump absorbing layers where
pump radiation is absorbed to create carriers. These carriers must be generated close
to the quantum wells so that they can reach the wells before they recombine.
Figure 2.9 shows a 1030 nm VECSEL active region containing six quantum wells
and the standing wave ﬁeld of 1030 nm light in the sample. Pump light arrives from
the front surface of the sample and is absorbed in the GaAs. The quantum wells are
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placed at the antinodes of the E-ﬁeld in order to provide maximum gain. As the max-
imum gain for a single quantum well is 0.6% a sample with six wells has a maximum
theoretical gain of 3.6%.
Figure 2.9: Active region of a VECSEL gain sample. The six quantum wells are spaced
asymmetrically, with two wells at the ﬁrst antinode of the E-ﬁeld and a well missing from
the second-to-last antinode.
The thickness of the active region is such that most of the pump radiation is ab-
sorbed. A 900 nm thick GaAs active region with an absorption coefﬁcient of 1.2 ×
104 cm−1 at 830 nm will absorb 70% of the pump radiation. The remaining 30% passes
through the DBR and is lost. A thicker active region would absorb more pump but, as
the pump is absorbed exponentially, the carrier density further away from the sample
surface would quickly become too low to provide gain. If high efﬁciency is a priority
then the DBR can be designed to reﬂect the pump wavelength back through the active
region. This method results in a more complex DBR design and is not used in the gain
samples used in this work.
The exponential absorption also determines the positions of the quantum wells, as
the carrier density decreases exponentially away from the front surface of the sample.
If the quantum wells were spaced evenly through the sample then the quantum wells
nearerthefrontsurfacewouldrecievemorecarriersthatthoseattheback. Thedifferent
quantum wells would then have different gain spectra, resulting in inhomogeneous
broadening. If the quantum wells are placed asymetrically, as shown in ﬁgure 2.9, with
a double quantum well at the ﬁrst antinode and one missing from the second-to-last
antinode then the number of carriers recieved by each quantum well is approximately
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the same.
The InGaAs quantum wells used in the samples in this work are not lattice matched
to GaAs, leading to compressive strain in the wells. This is beneﬁcial in that it increases
the gain of the wells, but the overall compressive strain in the sample can reduce the
device lifetime. In order to prevent this GaAs0.94P0.06 strain compensating layers can
be placed either side of the quantum well. These layers are designed to have the same
total amount of strain, but of the opposite sign. In this case the overall strain of the
sample will be zero and the degradation prevented.
2.5.3 Gain sample microcavity and the longitudinal conﬁnement factor
As can be seen in ﬁgure 2.6, a spacer layer of AlAs is grown on top of the active region,
with a thin layer of GaAs is grown above it, next to the air interface to prevent the
oxidation of the aluminium in the AlAs spacer layer. The thickness of the spacer layer
decides whether the sample will be resonant or antiresonant depending on whether
there is a node or an antinode of the E-ﬁeld at the sample surface. Figure 2.10 shows
the electric ﬁeld in both resonant and antiresonant samples.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.10: Electric ﬁeld as a function of position inside both resonant (a) and antiresonant
(b) gain samples. The resonant sample has an antinode at the surface and a high E-ﬁeld
amplitude inside the sample, the antiresonant sample has a node at the surface and a much
weaker E-ﬁeld inside the sample. The sample surface is at z = 1000nm.
At ﬁrst glance a resonant sample seems more desirable as the electric ﬁeld is larger
inside this structure, giving a higher electric ﬁeld on the quantum wells and there-
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fore higher gain. Due to their higher gain, resonant samples are usually used for CW
VECSELs. However, the resonant nature of the structure causes severe issues in mode-
locked VECSELs due to dispersion and the gain ﬁltering effect of the longitudinal con-
ﬁnement factor (LCF). The antiresonant structure has lower gain, but a much larger
gain bandwidth and improved dispersive characteristics.
The longitudinal conﬁnement factor, Γz, of a sample is a measure of the overlap
between the electric ﬁeld and the quantum wells. For a sample with n quantum wells
it is deﬁned as
Γz =
P
n |E(zn)|
2
|E0|
2 (2.15)
where |E(zn)|
2 are the squared moduli of the electric ﬁelds at the positions of the quan-
tum wells and |E0|
2 is the squared modulus of the electric ﬁeld outside the sample. Fig-
ure 2.11 shows the LCF as a function of wavelength for ideal resonant and antiresonant
samples. The LCF for the resonant sample has a higher value at the design wavelength
indicating higher gain, but it is clear that using a resonant sample will restrict the sam-
ple to operating over a very small range of wavelengths. The LCF for the antiresonant
sample is lower, meaning lower gain, but it is ﬂatter over a larger wavelength range
making it more suitable for the large bandwidths required for short pulse generation.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.11: LCF (solid line) and GDD (dashed line) as a function of wavelength for both
resonant (a) and antiresonant (b) gain samples. The design wavelength is 1035 nm.
Figure 2.11 also shows the group delay dispersion (GDD) in the two samples. In
the resonant case the phase goes through large excursions at the design wavelength,
resulting in very high values of GDD and of higher order dispersion. This is clearly
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an issue for ultrashort pulse generation as such high values of dispersion will cause
pulse distortion and lengthening. If the dispersion was solely second order then exter-
nal compression could potentially be used to compress the output pulses down to the
transform limit, but the large amounts of higher order dispersion present will make ex-
ternal compression impossible. The dispersion of the antiresonant sample is relatively
ﬂat over a broad bandwidth around the design wavelength resulting in low values of
GDD and higher order dispersion.
2.5.4 Gain sample characterisation
Different characterisation methods can be used to examine different aspects of a gain
sample. Reﬂectivity measurements can be used to characterise the DBR, whereas pho-
toluminescence measurements are used to examine the quantum well performance and
the length of the active region. Finally, CW lasing performance can assess the perfor-
mance of the structure as a whole.
Figure 2.12: Measured and predicted reﬂectivity spectra for gain sample QT1544. Small
errors in layer thickness have resulted in a slightly different centre wavelength. The dip
in the stop band of the experimental spectrum is caused quantum well absorption being
enhanced by a peak in the LCF spectrum.
The reﬂectivity of a gain sample, QT1544, is shown in ﬁgure 2.12 along with the
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predicted reﬂectivity curve. The stop bands of the two curves can be seen to be centred
at two slightly different wavelengths, but the stop band is wide enough that this will
not prevent lasing. The dispersive characteristics of the DBR will be altered slightly,
which may become important in modelocked operation.
The dip in the stop band is due to absorption in the quantum wells being enhanced
at particular wavelengths by a peak in the LCF spectrum. This sample was designed
to be antiresonant and should therefore have had a very ﬂat LCF. This prominent dip
is therefore an indication that the thickness of the microcavity could be incorrect. In
fact, subsequent measurements found that the sample had been grown with a thicker
spacer layer than intended, leading to a sharp peak in the LCF.
Reﬂectivity measurements can examine the DBR and can give some information
about the LCF, but in order to assess the quantum wells photoluminescence (PL) mea-
surements are required. PL measurements are spectral examinations of the photolu-
minescence emitted by the structure when pumped close to lasing conditions. PL is
emitted into all angles by the quantum wells. Here, only the PL emitted from the sam-
ple surface, top PL, and the PL emitted from the sample edge, edge PL, are of interest.
Top PL is of interest because photons emitted perpendicularly by the quantum well get
caught in the sample microcavity. This introduces modulations to the top PL spectrum
that are characteristic of the LCF of the sample. Edge PL is examined alongside top PL
because it does not experience these modulations and therefore can be used to assess
the quantum wells alone.
Figure 2.13 shows edge and top PL from sample QT1544 at 15 ◦C for different pump
powers, with the pump laser focussed on to a 60 µm radius spot on the sample. An
850 nm long-pass ﬁlter was used to reduce the amount of pump radiation reaching the
spectrometer. The edge PL can be seen to form a clean peak with a peak wavelength
of 1015 nm. This is correct for a laser designed to operate at 1030 nm as a shift of
approximately 15 nm is observed between the PL and lasing wavelengths.
The top PL has a distinctive peak at 1010 nm, but also has a series of smaller peaks
trailing off to short wavelengths. These are the fringes of the microcavity etalon, and
can be used to calculate an approximate thickness of 9.4 µm between the DBR and the
sample surface.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.13: Edge (a) and top(b) photoluminescence spectra at 15 ◦C for different pump
intensities. TheedgePLhasapeakwavelengthof1015nm. ThetopPLshownmodulations
due to the etalon effect of the sample microcavity.
The ﬁnal step in characterising a gain sample is to examine its CW lasing perfor-
mance. Figure 2.14 shows the spectrum and the input/output power curve of a laser
using sample QT1544 in a linear cavity with a 0.7% output coupler. The spectrum has
a peak at 1040 nm, slightly longer than that predicted on the basis of the PL measure-
ments. The input/output curve shows the power rising from a threshold power of
0.4 W with a slope efﬁciency of 21%. The laser reaches a maximum power of 123 mW
at a pump power of 1000 mW. The curve doesn’t roll off at high powers indicating that
thermal rollover has not been reached.
These values of the efﬁciency and output power are sufﬁciently high that the laser
willbeabletotoleratetheincreaseinlosscausedbytheinsertionofaSESAM.Themain
factor that limits the output power of such a VECSEL is heating in the active region.
Signiﬁcant improvements can be made to both slope efﬁciency and output power by
increasing the rate at which heat is removed from the active region. Techniques exist
for either thinning the wafer down by removing the substrate, or bonding high thermal
conductivity heatspeaders to the front surface of the sample.
Both of these methods have signiﬁcant disadvantages for mode-locked VECSELs.
Removing the substrate of a sample is inconvenient as it involves considerable post-
growth processing, and using a crystalline heatspreader introduces an etalon to the
laser cavity. This is not a signiﬁcant problem for CW lasers but can severely restrict
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.14: Optical spectrum (a) and input-output power curve for a CW VECSEL using
gain sample QT1544. The spectrum shows a peak wavelength of 1045 nm and the input-
output curve shows the laser reaching a maximum output power of 123 mW.
the bandwidth available for modelocking. The use of antireﬂection coated or angle
polished heatspeaders can reduce the etalon effect. Throughout this work samples
were used without any thermal management, resulting in low efﬁciencies and output
powers but reducing the amount of sample processing required.
2.6 SESAM design
The design and characterisation of SESAMs for ultrashort pulse generation is described
in detail elsewhere in this thesis (section 4.2.2, section 4.2.4). This section is therefore
intended as a brief introduction to the major components of the type of SESAM used
in this work, and not as a detailed description.
Figure 2.15 shows the major components of a SESAM. As with the gain sample,
high reﬂectivity is provided by a multiple repeat DBR. This DBR may be identical to
that used in the gain sample, or it may have a slightly offset centre wavelength if this
gives better overall dispersion compensation. Saturable absorption is provided by a
single quantum well. Maximum absorption will be achieved if the peak of the absorp-
tion spectrum coincides with the laser centre wavelength, but under certain circum-
stances, as described in section 3.2.3, shorter pulses can be achieved if they are offset.
In the SESAMs used for ultrashort-pulse VECSEL modelocking the quantum well is
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Figure 2.15: Typical SESAM used for VECSEL modelocking. A single quantum well is
placed very close to the air interface with a spacer layer to control the size of the E-ﬁeld at
the quantum well position.
placed at the surface of the sample in order to take advantage of fast carrier recombi-
nation at surface defect sites. As with the gain sample, the spacing between the top of
the DBR and the air interface is therefore crucial as it sets the magnitude of the E-ﬁeld
at the position of the quantum well. SESAMs with a higher E-ﬁeld at the surface will
have a higher modulation depth, but will also have higher non-saturable loss and less
desirable dispersive characteristics, as described in section 4.2.4.
2.6.1 SESAM characterisation
As with the gain samples, SESAMs must be carefully characterised and their properties
understood if the laser is to achieve its best performance. Reﬂectivity spectra can be
measured to ensure that the DBR has been correctly grown, and that the reﬂectivity is
sufﬁciently high at the design wavelength. Just as the absorption of the quantum wells
in the gain sample caused a dip in the stop-band in ﬁgure 2.12, so the absorption of the
quantum well in the SESAM will result in an absorption dip. As there is only a single
quantum well in the SESAM, and as the magnitude of the electric ﬁeld on the quantum
well is signiﬁcantly lower than in the gain sample, the absorption dip is much smaller.
Figure 2.16 shows the reﬂectivity of SESAM A4234. The absorption dip is shown
in the inset, with a Lorentzian ﬁt indicating an absorption resonance width of 32 nm.
The absorption centre wavelength can also be found from this data to be 1028 nm. This
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is of crucial importance if the VECSEL is to be mode-locked using the optical Stark
effect (section 3.2.3), where the correct detuning between the absorption and lasing
wavelengths is critical to achieving the shortest possible pulses. During laser operation
this detuning can be varied by changing the SESAM temperature, thus shifting the
absorption centre wavelength.
Figure 2.16: Reﬂectivity spectrum of SESAM A4234 with a Lorentzian ﬁt to the quantum
well absorption dip. Inset shows the absorption dip in detail
Several other SESAM parameters are of interest. The saturation ﬂuence, Fsat deter-
mines how large a mode spot should be used on the SESAM. An accurate value of the
saturation ﬂuence is therefore essential to the design of the laser cavity. A second im-
portant parameter is the difference in loss between the bleached and unbleached states
of the SESAM, referred to as the saturable loss, ∆R. This is important as it tells us about
the strength of the absorber. A greater saturable loss results in a more pronounced dif-
ference between the bleached and unbleached states. For stable modelocking this must
be large enough to switch the laser from a state where loss > gain to a state where
gain > loss for the expected pulse ﬂuences. Any real SESAM will also have a non-
saturable loss, ∆Rns, due to scattering losses etc. Clearly it is desirable to have as low
a non-saturable loss as possible.
These three parameters can all be measured by ﬁring laser pulses of varying in-
tensity at a SESAM and measuring the difference in the reﬂectivity as a function of
the pulse ﬂuence. A graph of reﬂectivity versus pulse ﬂuence can then be plotted, as
shown in ﬁgure 2.17 for a SESAM designed for VECSEL modelocking at 850 nm. The
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saturable loss can immediately be recognised as the difference between the reﬂectivity
at low ﬂuence and at high ﬂuences. Likewise, the non-saturable loss is the difference
between 100% reﬂectivity and the high ﬂuence reﬂectivity. The saturation ﬂuence is
deﬁned as the ﬂuence at which the reﬂectivity has increased by 1/e (37%) of ∆R as
deﬁned by the equation [50]
R =
Rns
S
ln(1 +
Rlin
Rns
(eS + 1)), (2.16)
where Rns = 1 − ∆Rns, Rlin = Rns − ∆R and the saturation parameter S = Fp/Fsat
where Fp is the pulse ﬂuence. This equation can be used to ﬁt the data in ﬁgure 2.17
allowing us to extract values of Fsat = 107µJ, ∆R = 2.5% and ∆Rns = 2% for this
absorber.
Figure 2.17: Saturation ﬂuence measurement of an InP based SESAM designed for VECSEL
modelocking at 850 nm. Fit parameters are ∆Rns = 2%, ∆R = 2.5% and Fsat = 107µJ.
A fourth important parameter is the recovery time of the absorber, τr. When the ab-
sorber is bleached the absorbing elements are left in an excited state and cannot absorb
further light until they have de-excited. This recovery will be brought about by differ-
ent processes in different absorbers but will usually have the form of an exponential
decay. The recovery time is then the time constant of this decay. Note that differ-
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ent processes with different time constants can occur in the same absorber resulting
in multi-exponential recovery curves. The recovery time of a SESAM depends on the
material from which it is made and its structure, and just as the response time of an ac-
tive modelocking element limits the pulse duration so the recovery time of a saturable
absorber will limit the pulse duration of a passively mode-locked laser (This does not
mean that pulses shorter than the recovery time cannot be produced. See section 3.2.2).
Recovery time is measured by pump-probe type experiments. Here an intense
pump pulse bleaches the absorber before a weak probe pulse measures the reﬂectivity
of the sample as a function of delay after the pump pulse. Figure 2.18 shows pump-
probe data for a second SESAM designed for VECSEL modelocking at 855nm. Note
that two recovery components can be seen. The spike at zero delay is a fast component
whose response is below the resolution limit of the experiment. A slow component
with an exponential recovery can also be seen. An exponential ﬁt gives a recovery time
of 227ps.
Figure 2.18: Pump-probe measurement of 855nm SESAM. An exponential ﬁt gives a recov-
ery time of 227ps.
Taken with the gain sample characterisation described above, these measurements
allow one to design a suitable cavity for a modelocked VECSEL and to assess the oper-
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ating conditions at which short pulses are likely to be generated.
2.7 Cavity designs for mode-locked VECSELs
There are several constraints placed on the cavity of a mode-locked VECSEL. Taken
together these limit the range of cavities that are suitable for VECSEL modelocking.
One of the major constraints is that the cavity must have a tighter focus on the
SESAM than on the gain sample. This is because, as described in section 3.2.2, in order
to have stable modelocking the SESAM must saturate more quickly than the gain as a
pulse passes through. This requires the laser to have a higher intensity on the SESAM
for a given power level, and therefore a smaller mode area on the SESAM. We ﬁnd
empirically that stable modelocking is achieved with an area ratio of approximately 30.
The two other primary constraints on VECSEL cavities are caused by the upper
state lifetime of the gain and the spot size and power available in the pump laser. The
cavity length is restricted by the upper state lifetime. The time taken for a pulse to
make one round trip must be signiﬁcantly less than the upper state lifetime otherwise
much of the gain will be lost as spontaneous emission. The upper state lifetime of our
gain samples has not been measured, but we ﬁnd that the efﬁciency of the laser starts
to decrease in cavities longer than 60 cm.
The pump laser determines the possible range of mode areas on the gain sample.
The pump lasers used in this work are all ﬁbre coupled diode lasers with a core diame-
ter of 60 µm. The minimum spot size on the gain is therefore also 60 µm diameter if 1:1
imaging optics are used to focus the pump. The maximum spot size is set by the point
at which the carrier density generated by the pump is no longer high enough to reach
lasing threshold and is therefore set by the available pump power.
Throughout this work 2:1 imaging optics were used to pump a 120 µm diameter
spot on the sample. The mode area of the laser on the gain sample should be slightly
smaller than the area of the pump spot. If the laser spot is too large then the mode will
start to suffer loss where it extends beyond the pump spot, increasing the threshold
and reducing slope efﬁciency. This is a more serious issue than the opposite situation,
where the laser mode being smaller than the pump spot reduces the wallplug efﬁciency
of the device and the maximum power, but doesn’t compromise laser performance
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signiﬁcantly, though the wasted pump power will add slightly to the thermal load. In
practice, the mode size in a particular laser is optimised to the value that gives the best
threshold and output power.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.19: Two commonly used cavities for modelocked VECSELs. (a) Z-cavity, and (b)
V-cavity. These types of cavities are used as they can give suitable ratios of spot sizes on
the gain sample and SESAM. The cavities used throughout this work were Z-cavities with
focal lengths of 50 mm for the output coupler and 25 mm for the high reﬂector.
Figure 2.19 shows the two most commonly used cavities. (a) is a 4-mirror Z-cavity,
which is a suitable choice for lower repetition rate VECSELs. (b) is a V-cavity which is
more compact and is therefore a better choice for higher repetition rates. All the lasers
used in this work were Z-cavities with close to 1 GHz repetition rates. In this case the
focal lengths of the cavity mirrors used are 50 mm for the output coupler and 25 mm
for the high reﬂector.
The stability zones and mode sizes in this cavity can be calculated using transfer
matrices. Figure 2.20 shows the mode sizes on the gain sample and SESAM for a 1 GHz
Z-cavityasafunctionofthedistancebetweenthehighreﬂectorandtheSESAM.Wecan
use these curves to ﬁnd the SESAM-to-high reﬂector distance at which the the mode
size on the gain is matched to the pump spot and from this distance we can estimate
the spot size on the SESAM.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2.20: Spot sizes on the gain sample (a) and SESAM (b) calculated using transfer
matrices for a 1 GHz Z-cavity. The approximate operating point of the lasers used in this
work is shown by the crosshairs.
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Passive modelocking theory
3.1 Introduction
The cavity of a laser acts as an etalon, only allowing lasing at wavelengths correspond-
ing to the fringes of the etalon. The wavelengths at which lasing is allowed are called
the longitudinal modes of the laser. As the length of a laser cavity is typically several
tens of centimeters the fringes will be very closely spaced, potentially allowing las-
ing on several thousand modes simultaneously. The optical ﬁeld inside such a laser
will therefore consist of several thousand standing waves with slightly different wave-
lengths. These standing waves will interfere with each other to produce peaks and dips
in the laser intensity. If the relative phases of all the modes are locked together then the
standing waves can be arranged such that they interfere constructively at a single point
in space and interfere destructively elsewhere. This process, known as modelocking,
results in an ultrashort pulse circulating in the cavity.
Modelocking works by introducing an element which modulates the loss of the
cavity at the repetition rate of the laser. If the cavity loss is at a minimum at a partic-
ular time every round trip then a pulse will form at this low loss point. Modelocking
systems can be divided into two categories depending on how the loss is modulated.
In actively mode-locked lasers the loss is modulated by some active component which
is driven by an external source whose frequency is matched to the cavity repetition
rate. Active modelocking provides a very predictable and controllable modulation but
is limited by the response times of the modulators. This generally limits the pulse
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durations achievable from these systems to nanoseconds. Active modelocking also
generally requires a complex system as the modulators used (typically acousto-optic
modulators or electro-optic modulators) involve high frequency and often also high
voltage electronics.
The alternative to active modelocking is passive modelocking, which is when the
laser pulse itself is used to switch the modulator from its high loss state to its low loss
state. Typically this involves the use of a saturable absorber. This is a component that
will absorb light up to a certain threshold and then stop absorbing. A component with
this property will exhibit a lower loss to a high intensity pulse than to a low intensity
pulse, making it energetically favourable for the light to circulate in the cavity in the
form of a short pulse.
In this chapter I will discuss several different regimes of passive modelocking that
can be demonstrated by VECSELs modelocked by saturable absorbers.
3.2 Passive modelocking regimes
Lasers mode-locked using saturable absorbers can operate in several different regimes
depending on the dynamic timescales of the gain and absorber, and on the dominant
pulse shaping mechanism. Lasers operating in different regimes must be optimised
for best performance in that regime. A clear understanding of the phenomena at work
in each regime is therefore essential if one is to reach shorter pulse durations. Many
different models have been used to describe passively mode-locked lasers. Here I focus
on the models most applicable to the behaviour of mode-locked VECSELs.
3.2.1 Fast saturable absorber modelocking
Saturable absorbers can be categorised into ’fast’ and ’slow’ saturable absorbers. A fast
saturable absorber is one whose recovery time is much shorter than the pulse duration,
whereas for a slow saturable absorber the pulse duration is shorter that the absorber
recovery time.
For a fast saturable absorber the degree of bleaching of the absorber, and therefore
the decrease in loss, exactly follows the pulse proﬁle. Figure 3.1 shows loss and gain
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Figure 3.1: Schematic gain and loss curves as a function of time for a laser operating in the
fast saturable absorber regime. The solid curve shows the net gain.
curves as a function of time for a fast saturable absorber. The passage of the pulse
through the absorber can be seen to reduce the loss, opening a window of net gain
and allowing a pulse to form. As the intensity is higher at the centre of the pulse than
in the wings the centre of the pulse experiences less loss than the wings, resulting in
pulse shortening. Figure 3.2 shows the net gain as a function of time as the pulse passes
through the absorber. It is clear that the net gain is higher for the centre of the pulse
than the wings, resulting in shortening.
For an ideal fast saturable absorber, i.e. one whose recovery is instantaneous, it is
clear that this mechanism will continue to shorten the pulse indeﬁnitely. In reality the
absorber response will not be instantaneous, and there are also always pulse broaden-
ing effects present in a laser, most notably the ﬁnite gain bandwidth and the effects of
dispersion. The ﬁnal pulse duration of the laser will therefore be the duration at which
the total shortening of the pulse per round trip due to the absorber is balanced by the
total broadening per round trip from all broadening mechanisms. Due to the small
thicknesses of material and the modest peak powers present in VECSELs, gain ﬁltering
is generally more important than dispersion.
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Figure 3.2: Schematic of the pulse envelope and net gain as a function of time for a fast
saturable absorber.
This situation has been described by Haus [51], and analytical solutions for the
pulse shape and the pulse duration in terms of the gain and absorber parameters have
been found, given certain approximations. In addition to an ideal fast saturable ab-
sorber whose absorption coefﬁcient could be evaluated from rate equations it was as-
sumed that the gain had a parabolic frequency proﬁle and that dynamic gain saturation
did not occur. Finally, it was assumed that the pulse was only slightly altered by a sin-
gle passage through any element.
In this situation the pulse proﬁle was found to be a hyperbolic secant. The pulse
duration, τp, can be related to gain and absorber properties by
1
ωLτp
=

g0
1 + q
− 1

q
1 + q
PL
4PA
ωLTP, (3.1)
where ωL is the laser bandwidth, g0 is the small signal gain, q is the saturable absorber
loss normalised to the cavity loss, PL and PA are the gain and absorber saturation
powers and TP is the round trip time.
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3.2.2 Slow saturable absorber modelocking
In the slow saturable absorber regime the recovery time of the absorber is signiﬁcantly
longer than the pulse duration. As the pulse arrives the absorber becomes bleached
and remains so, recovering over a period of many pulse durations. In this case it is the
saturation of the gain that closes the window of net gain and allows a stable pulse to
form. Figure 3.3 shows this process. First the absorber saturates as the pulse arrives,
opening the window of net gain. The pulse then saturates the gain, depleting it to the
extent where the window of net gain is closed. The gain will then also recover over a
longer timescale depending on the pumping of the gain. Figure 3.3 demonstrates that
the window of net gain can be much shorter than the recovery time of the absorber.
Figure 3.3: Schematic gain and loss curves as a function of time for a laser operating in the
slow saturable absorber regime. The solid curve shows the window of net gain which, in
this case, is approximately ten times shorter than the recovery time of the absorber.
It is clear that this modelocking regime will only be stable if the saturable absorber
is saturated more quickly than the gain. In VECSELs this has important repercussions
for the cavity design as discussed in section 2.7. Most mode-locked VECSELs use quan-
tum wells for both the gain sample and the saturable absorber, and the two will tend
therefore to have similar saturation ﬂuences. It is therefore necessary to design a cav-
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ity with a much tighter focus on the absorber than on the gain. This leads to a higher
pulse ﬂuence on the absorber than on the gain for the same laser power, meaning that
the absorber will saturate ﬁrst.
It is not immediately clear that symmetrical pulses will form in the slow saturable
absorber regime as the SESAM absorbs power preferentially from the leading edge
of the pulse. The trailing edge experiences very little absorption from the absorber,
however the trailing edge also experiences lower gain as the gain has been partially
saturated by the time it passes through, making the situation symmetrical.
It can be shown [52], that in the case where the absorber saturates much more
quickly than the gain the net gain curve can be approximated by a parabola in the
energy domain. In this case the pulse shape will again be a hyperbolic secant. Once
again the pulse duration can be predicted from the laser parameters. If Ωg is the gain
bandwidth and Ep the pulse energy then the pulse duration is given by
τp =
f
Ωg
1
√
qEp
, (3.2)
where f is a numerical factor between 9/16 and 25/16 depending of the height of the
net gain parabola.
3.2.3 Optical Stark effect modelocking
The optical Stark effect is the instantaneous wavelength shift of an absorption peak due
to the presence of an intense optical ﬁeld. In the case of a semiconductor quantum well
this blueshift arises from the Coulomb interaction between the real exciton absorption
resonance and virtual excitons created by the optical ﬁeld. As the virtual excitons are
only present for the duration of the pulse the absorption recovers instantaneously once
the pulse has passed. Experimental studies of the optical Stark effect in GaAs/AlGaAs
quantum wells, for example [53], have shown shifts of ∼3 nm for applied pulse intensi-
ties of 109 - 1010 W/cm2. This is similar to the peak intensities achieved within VECSEL
cavities and, while these measurements were performed at 15 K, it is not unreasonable
to expect similar shifts at room temperature.
The shift of the absorption peak with electric ﬁeld can be used as a saturable ab-
sorption. If the absorber is designed in such a way that the intense electric ﬁeld of
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a laser pulse shifts the absorption peak away from the laser wavelength then the ab-
sorption experienced by the laser will decrease. Figure 3.4 illustrates this. The red line
shows the absorber resonance without the optical ﬁeld and the green line shows the
Stark-shifted resonance. The change in absorption is shown in black, and is negative
over a wavelength range on the long wavelength side of the resonance. It is clear that
a laser whose wavelength lies within this region will experience a decrease in absorp-
tion caused by its own intensity. The response time of the OSE is near-instantaneous,
meaning that an OSE modulator will be a near-perfect fast saturable absorber.
Figure 3.4: Unshifted and Stark shifted absorption resonances. The solid line shows the
change in the loss due to the Stark shift.
More intense pulses will cause a greater shift, resulting in a larger change in ab-
sorption. An OSE absorber will therefore become more efﬁcient as the pulses get
shorter. However, it does not follow that a Stark effect saturable absorber can continue
to shorten pulses indeﬁnitely. Figure 3.4 clearly shows that the bandwidth over which
there can be a saturable absorption is limited by the width of the absorber resonance,
which is set by the dephasing time of the carriers in the quantum well. Modelling of
a Stark effect absorber [54] implies that the Stark effect can shorten pulses down to a
limit of twice the dephasing time of the medium.
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3.2.4 Quasi-soliton modelocking
In a passively mode-locked laser, quasi-soliton modelocking can provide a further
pulse shortening mechanism in addition to conventional saturable absorption [55,56].
Quasi-soliton modelocking can occur when the GDD in the laser cavity has the op-
posite sign to an intensity-dependent second-order dispersion. Pulse shortening can
occur in this case when the intensity-dependent dispersion results in a spectral broad-
ening of the pulse, followed by compression to a new minimum pulse duration by the
action of the ﬁxed GDD. This effect can produce pulse shortening but cannot prevent
the ampliﬁcation of noise in the cavity. A quasi-soliton mode-locked laser therefore
also requires a conventional saturable absorber to stabilise the laser against CW lasing.
This modelocking mechanism has been used to good effect in several types of passively
mode-locked ultrafast lasers, most notably dye lasers [57] and Ti:sapphire lasers [58],
producing pulse durations of tens of femtoseconds.
In quasi-soliton mode-locked Ti:sapphire lasers the intensity-dependent dispersion
is provided by self-phase modulation (SPM) resulting from the intensity-dependent
refractive index modulation of the Kerr effect in the gain medium. This produces dis-
persion with a negative sign, which must be compensated by a positive intracavity
dispersion, usually provided by using an intracavity prism pair. Neither of these dis-
persion sources are suitable for use in passively mode-locked VECSELs. The Kerr effect
is negligible in such a laser as, despite the relatively high Kerr coefﬁcient of GaAs and
the tight focusses on both the gain sample and the SESAM, the pulses pass through
such a small thickness of material that the total phase shifts are small. Prisms are not a
suitable source of GDD due to their insertion losses and the short lengths of VECSEL
cavities.
The refractive index of GaAs near the band edge is a strong function of carrier den-
sity. A laser pulse passing through a VECSEL gain sample will therefore experience
signiﬁcant SPM from the refractive index change as the carrier density is rapidly re-
duced by stimulated emission. In order to compensate for this negative dispersion,
positive GDD can be provided by the multilayer structures of the gain sample and the
SESAM, illustrating the importance of the correct choice of DBR centre wavelength and
microcavity thickness discussed in sections 2.5.1 and 2.5.3.
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Onesigniﬁcantdisadvantageofthesesourcesofdispersionisthedifﬁcultyinchang-
ing their values. Optimal dispersion in the Ti:sapphire system described above can be
found by changing the amount of GDD introduced by the prism pair. In a VECSEL
tuning can be achieved by adjusting the temperatures of the gain sample and SESAM
in order to shift the laser wavelength to give the correct GDD from the samples, and by
changing the pump power to adjust the pulse energy to give an appropriate amount
of SPM. None of these are independent however. Changes to any of these parameters
will also change other properties of the laser.
Some contribution to pulse shortening due to quasi-soliton modelocking is to be
expected in any VECSEL where the sample GDD is positive. It is difﬁcult to assess
the degree of pulse shortening due to this mechanism however, due to the difﬁculty in
independently adjusting either the GDD or the SPM in a VECSEL cavity. Regardless,
this discussion serves to illustrate the importance of correct dispersion compensation in
mode-locked VECSELs. A simple consideration of the effects of the gain and SESAM
on the pulse amplitude is not sufﬁcient. Correct dispersion compensation can give
pulse shortening, whereas very large values of total dispersion will cause signiﬁcant
pulse broadening and chirp.
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Sub-picosecond pulse generation
and sample design
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter I will describe recent progress in the production of short pulses from
mode-locked VECSELs, in particular the description of trains of multiple 70 fs pulses,
and of the changes in sample design that have made them possible. A characterisation
of the pulse train regime is presented, along with a brief theoretical description, and
possible ideas for future sample designs are discussed.
The ﬁrst VECSEL sample pair to produce sub-ps pulses were gain sample QT1544
and SESAM QT1627. These samples were grown by metal-organic chemical vapour de-
position(MOCVD)byJohnRobertsattheNationalIII-VFacilityinShefﬁeld. Structures
of the two samples are described below. The other samples described in this chapter,
gain sample A4226 and SESAM A4234, were grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE)
by Ian Farrer of the University of Cambridge. The 260 fs VECSEL characterisation and
the modelocking onset measurements for the 500 fs VECSEL were performed by Keith
Wilcox.
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4.2 Sample design for short pulse generation
Understanding how to design suitable samples is crucial to the modelocking of the
broad bandwidths that are necessary for the generation of femtosecond pulses. In this
section I will describe the necessary features of the design, the evolution of both gain
samples and SESAMs and the performance of the resulting lasers.
4.2.1 Gain sample QT1544
The structure of sample QT1544 is shown in ﬁgure 4.1. The sample consists of a 27.5
repeat GaAs/AlAs DBR grown on a GaAs substrate. This gives a stop band with a
width of nearly 100 nm with a reﬂectivity at the centre wavelength of over 99.99%.
Above the DBR is the active region which consists of a thickness of 7/2λ of pump
absorbing GaAs whose thickness is chosen so that there are six antinodes of the electric
ﬁeld in the active region.
Figure 4.1: Layer structure of gain sample QT1544.
Within the GaAs are six In0.25Ga0.75As quantum wells, designed for emission at
1025 nm, surrounded by GaAs0.94P0.06 strain compensation layers. The quantum wells
are placed asymmetrically at the antinodes of the electric ﬁeld in the active region, with
two quantum wells under the ﬁrst antinode and no quantum well under the second-to-
last antinode. This spacing is chosen as more pump light is absorbed near the surface
resulting in an unequal carrier density through the active region. By placing more
quantum wells near the surface we ensure that the number of carriers in each quantum
well is approximately equal.
The thicknesses of the active region and spacer layer of QT1544 were designed to
give an antiresonant microcavity but the spacer layer was grown thicker than intended,
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giving a slightly off-antiresonant sample. The longitudinal conﬁnement factor of this
sample was therefore between resonant and antiresonant, as described in section 2.5.4,
resulting in a sample with some restriction on the lasing bandwidth but not as much as
a resonant sample. The dispersion curve of this sample was also steeper than intended,
imparing the sample’s ability to produce short pulses. Figure 4.2 shows the LCF (a)
and dispersion curves (b) of QT1544 and an ideal antiresonant sample calculated using
the same transfer matrix method as described in section 2.5.1. It is clear that the an-
tiresonant sample has ﬂatter LCF and dispersion curves near the design wavelength.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.2: Theoretical longitudinal conﬁnement factors (a) and GDD curves (b) for QT1544
and an ideal antiresonant sample. The hatched region indicates the design wavelength.
The six In0.25Ga0.75As quantum wells are not lattice matched to the substrate, re-
sulting in a sample with overall compressive strain. In sample QT1544, degradation
of the sample is prevented by using layers of GaAs0.94P0.06 either side of the quantum
wells to compensate for the strain in the quantum well.
4.2.2 SESAM QT1627
As dicussed in chapter 3, pulse durations produced by a passively mode-locked laser
are limited by the recovery time of the absorber. It is therefore desirable to have a
SESAM with the shortest possible recovery time. Various methods can be used to de-
crease the recovery time, however the most commonly used techniques also result in
higher non-saturable losses which, while acceptable in higher gain solid state lasers,
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cannot be tolerated by low gain VECSELs.
The recombination time for carriers in a typical InGaAs quantum well, surrounded
by bulk GaAs, is of the order of a few nanoseconds. Methods for increasing the rate
of recombination rely on introducing defects to the crystal lattice around the quantum
well, as carriers can scatter off these defects and recombine several orders of magni-
tude more quickly. The most common method used in SESAMs is low temperature
growth, which can reduce the recovery times from nanoseconds to picoseconds, but at
the expense of increased scattering losses [59,60].
Other methods have been used to introduce defects without such large increases in
loss. If the quantum well is grown very close to the surface of the SESAM then carriers
generated in the quantum well can tunnel through the potential barrier and recombine
at defect sites on the surface of the sample. This method does increase the losses of the
SESAM, as it means that the SESAM must be designed so as to have a large value of
the electric ﬁeld on its surface. This results in increased scattering losses from surface
defects, however for a suitably high quality surface these losses can be small enough
for a VECSEL to tolerate.
QT1627 was designed to use both surface recombination and the Stark effect (see
section 3.2.3). The sample was grown with a DBR similar to that of sample QT1544.
On top of the DBR a spacer layer 42 nm thick was grown in order to set the value of
the electric ﬁeld on the quantum well to be 20% of the electric ﬁeld outside. The spacer
layer thickness is instrumental in setting the modulation depth of the SESAM, which
was found by saturation ﬂuence measurements to be 0.3%. The quantum well had a
design wavelength of 1020 nm and was covered by a 2 nm thick layer of GaAs. The
layer structure of QT1627 is shown in ﬁgure 4.3.
The design wavelength was shorter than the intended laser wavelength in order
to use the optical Stark effect for modelocking, as described in section 3.2.3. Figure
4.4 shows the calculated electric ﬁeld as a function of position in the sample and also
the dispersion of the sample and the squared electric ﬁeld on the quantum well as a
function of wavelength. A thinner spacer layer leads to a larger electric ﬁeld on the
quantum well, but as the spacer layer gets thinner the sample becomes more resonant
and both the dispersion caused by the sample and the loss due to surface scattering
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Figure 4.3: Layer structure of SESAM QT1627.
increase. The thickness of the spacer layer was therefore chosen carefully in order to
give as large an electric ﬁeld overlap as possible without either increasing the surface
scattering losses beyond what was tolerable or introducing too much dispersion.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.4: (a) Calculated electric ﬁeld as a function of position inside SESAM QT1627. (b)
Calculated electric ﬁeld (dashed line) and GDD (solid line) as a function of wavelength.
The dotted line shows the stop band of the DBR for reference.
4.2.3 500 fs pulses using samples QT1544 and QT1627
The combination of samples QT1544 and QT1627 has been shown to produce pulses
as short as 450 fs when operating in the Stark regime [39,42]. In this regime the gain
sample temperature is adjusted so that the laser wavelength is detuned to the long wa-
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velength side of the absorbing resonance as described in section 3.2.3. Figure 4.6 shows
the autocorrelation and optical spectrum of a laser operating in this regime. Stark mod-
elocking has been demonstrated with these samples in cavities with repetition rates
from 300 MHz to 10 GHz. In the laser presented here the cavity used was a 4-mirror
Z-cavity of length 15 cm as described in section 2.7. This cavity gives waists of radius
60 µm on the gain sample and 10 µm on the SESAM. A 0.7% output coupler was used
giving an output power of 40 mW. Figure 4.5 shows a schematic of the typical laser
cavity along with the set-up used to measure optical spectra and autocorrelations.
Figure 4.5: Schematic of a typical laser cavity and the set-up used for measurements of op-
tical spectra and autocorrelations. OSA=optical spectrum analyser, AC=second harmonic
autocorrelator, OSC=oscilloscope, M=metal mirror, L=lens, FT=ﬂip-top mirror, OC=output
coupler, HR=high reﬂector, FCDL=ﬁbre-coupled diode laser. Gain sample and SESAM are
mounted on temperature-controlled copper blocks.
The pulse duration is determined by the point at which the shortening per round
trip in the SESAM is balanced by the pulse lengthening caused by the gain ﬁltering
effect discussed in chapter 3. This implies that there are two routes to shorter pulses:
either increase the shortening per round trip by increasing the modulation depth of the
SESAM or decrease the gain ﬁltering by designing a gain sample with a ﬂatter gain
spectrum.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.6: Second harmonic autocorrelation and optical spectrum of a laser producing
508 fs pulses. A sech squared ﬁt to the autocorrelation gives a pulse duration of 508 fs and
the optical spectrum has a bandwidth of 2.86 nm.
We can estimate the contributions from different pulse broadening and narrowing
sources. If we assume that the gain coefﬁcient can be approximated by a parabola with
width σω and central frequency ω0 [61],
α(ω) = α0
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2σ2
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!
, (4.1)
near the laser wavelength then, for an input pulse of length τ0 the duration of the
output pulse will be
τ = τ0
s
1 +
2ln2lnG0
τ2
0σ2
ω
, (4.2)
for an intensity gain of G0. Estimating a single-pass gain of 1.02 and a gain bandwidth
of 16 nm gives a single-pass broadening of τ = τ0 ×1.00006 or a round trip broadening
of
τ = τ0 × 1.00012. (4.3)
The shortening per round trip due to the SESAM can be found experimentally from
modelocking build up measurements. In these measurements the cavity is blocked by
a chopper. When the cavity is unblocked the fundamental and second harmonic of
the output are recorded as a function of the time after unblocking. The cavity ﬁlls with
photons very quickly, so the fundamental signal rises very quickly and the pulses settle
to their ﬁnal energy, U. The second harmonic is proportional to U2/τ, and rises more
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slowly as the pulse duration decreases. Figure 4.7 shows the fundamental and second
harmonic signals (a) and a plot of the fundamental signal squared over the second
harmonic (b). This curve is proportional to τ/τ0 and can be ﬁt by an exponential decay
from which one can extract the shortening per round trip. After one round trip a pulse
with an initial duration of τ0 will have a pulse duration of
τ = τ0 × 0.99987. (4.4)
(a) (b)
Figure 4.7: Modelocking rise time data (a) shows the fundamental signal increasing quickly
as light ﬁlls the cavity and the second harmonic increasing more slowly as the pulse dura-
tion decreases. The curve plotted in (b) is proportional to the pulse duration and decreases
exponentially as the pulse duration tends towards its ﬁnal value.
The third major factor affecting pulse duration is dispersion. If, having taken into
account gain dispersion, we attribute the remaining broadening to second order dis-
persion we can calculate the magnitude of the intracavity dispersion but not its sign.
Given a GDD of G and a nearly transform-limited pulse,
τ = τ0
s
1 +

G
τ2
0
2
. (4.5)
From this we can calculate |G|=1400fs2. It is possible to calculate the GDD per pass
on a sample from a multilayer calculation on the structure. Using this method we
estimate the GDD per pass on the gain sample to be 600 fs2 and -100 fs2 on the SESAM,
giving a total GDD of 1100 fs2 per round trip. GDD from the samples can therefore
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account for most of the observed GDD, though some additional dispersion may result
from nonlinear effects in the laser. It should be noted that this calculation can only
be expected to give very approximate values of the dispersion due to the difﬁculties
in estimating several of the parameters involved, in particular, the gain and the gain
bandwidth.
4.2.4 High modulation depth Stark SESAM A4234
As discussed in section 4.2.2, the modulation depth of a SESAM depends on the value
of the electric ﬁeld on the quantum well which, in turn, depends on the thickness of
the spacer layer. A second Stark SESAM was designed, with a spacer layer thickness
of 13.5 nm giving a modulation depth of 0.7%, more than double that of QT1627. The
sample, A4234, was grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) by Ian Farrer in Cam-
bridge. Figure 4.8(a) shows the electric ﬁeld as a function of position in the structure.
Note that the amplitude of the electric ﬁeld at the position of the quantum well in this
structure is 44% of the ﬁeld outside, compared to 20% for QT1627, as shown in ﬁgure
4.4. Figure 4.8 (b) shows the electric ﬁeld as a function of wavelength and the GDD of
the sample. This again shows the higher values of the electric ﬁeld in this sample, but
also that the thinner spacer layer has resulted in a steeper GDD curve. The increased
losses due to surface scattering were partially offset by the higher surface quality of
material grown by MBE compared to MOCVD.
WhenusedwithQT1544thehighmodulationdepthSESAMdidindeedgiveshorter
pulses. Figure 4.9 shows the autocorrelation and optical spectrum of a train of 280 fs
pulses produced by these samples when used in a cavity identical to the one in section
4.2.3.
4.2.5 High bandwidth gain sample A4226
The 280 fs and 500 fs pulse duration VECSELs described in the previous sections have
only managed to access a small fraction of the available gain bandwidth, 2.86 nm and
4.5 nm respectively, while the available gain bandwidth has been measured to be 32 nm
FWHM using spectro-temporal methods [62]. One factor limiting the bandwidth used
is the longitudinal conﬁnement factor (LCF) of the samples used. The LCF strongly
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.8: (a) Electric ﬁeld as a function of position in sample A4234. (b) Electric
ﬁeld(dashed line) and GDD(solid line) as a function of wavelength. The dotted line shows
the stop band of the DBR for reference.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.9: Second harmonic autocorrelation and optical spectrum of a laser producing
280 fs pulses. A sech squared ﬁt to the autocorrelation gives a pulse duration of 280 fs
and the optical spectrum has a bandwidth of 4.5 nm making the pulse 1.1 times transform
limited.
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affects the gain bandwidth as the laser will experience higher gain when there is a
good overlap between the E-ﬁeld and the quantum wells. The laser will therefore tend
to operate at wavelengths where the LCF is highest. As described in section 2.5.3, the
LCF can be maximised for a particular wavelength by designing the gain sample to
be resonant at that wavelength, however this leads to a very sharp peak in the LCF
spectrum which leads to a restriction in the bandwidth. For modelocking the ideal
sampledesignisantiresonantasthisgivestheﬂattestpossibleLCF,leadingtoabroader
gain bandwidth. In practice, this bandwidth comes at the price of reduced gain.
Sample QT1544, the gain sample used to achieve 500 fs pulses and 280 fs pulses was
originally intended to be antiresonant but was misgrown, resulting in a sample with a
thicker capping layer than intended. This made the sample slightly off-antiresonant as
showninﬁgure4.10. Asecondsample, A4226, wassubsequentlygrowntoasimilarde-
sign to give a truly antiresonant gain sample. This second sample was grown by MBE
rather than MOCVD. MBE is a more precise growth method which allows for ﬁner
control of layer thickness and gives a higher surface quality, resulting in lower scatter-
ing losses, but unfortunately, using this machine it was impossible to use phosphorus
in the strain compensation layers. This resulted in a sample with overall compressive
strain, which reduced the lifetime of the sample.
Figure 4.10 also shows the measured reﬂectivity spectra of samples QT1544 and
A4226 and the typical bandwidth over which lasing is observed. The dip in the stop
band of the reﬂectivity spectrum is caused by absorption in the quantum wells and is
an approximate measure of the gain spectrum. It is clear that the ﬂatter LCF of A4226
has resulted in a much less pronounced dip in the spectrum and therefore in a ﬂatter
gain bandwidth. Note that the absorption dip, the LCF and the lasing bandwidth do
not line up. This is because the LCF and reﬂectivity data are calculated or taken at low
excitation and at room temperature. Under laser operating conditions the quantum
well PL and the microcavity dip would both be shifted towards longer wavelengths by
both increased temperature and carrier density but at different rates.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.10: Theoretical Longitudinal Conﬁnement Factors (solid line) and measured reﬂec-
tivity spectra (dashed line) for samples QT1544 (a) and A4226 (b). The hatched box shows
the typical bandwidth over which lasing occurs.
4.3 Lasers using samples A4226 and A4234
The combination of an antiresonant gain sample with a high modulation depth SESAM
should allow Stark modelocking to occur over a larger bandwidth, thus producing
shorter pulses. In fact, by changing the cavity conﬁguration and by tuning the tempera-
ture of the gain sample it was possible to access three different regimes of modelocking
using this sample combination.
If an intracavity etalon was used to restrict the available bandwidth then the laser
gave3pspulseswithanopticalspectrumthatwastunableovera14nmrange. Without
the etalon restricting the bandwidth it was possible to see two different modelocking
regimes. One was the familiar Stark modelocking regime, giving a single transform
limited 300 fs pulse per round trip.
In the third regime the laser output consisted of trains of up to 70 pulses with dura-
tions as short as 70 fs and separated by between 300 fs and 1100 fs. The pulse shaping
in this regime is still attributed to the optical Stark effect, but as the pulse duration
drops below the carrier-phonon scattering time of the gain, the dynamic regime be-
comes strongly inﬂuenced by nonlinear gain saturation. This results in multiple puls-
ing as a single pulse can no longer extract all the energy stored in the gain.
All three regimes were investigated using the same 4-mirror cavity, similar to the
ones used in sections 4.2.3 and 4.2.4. The total cavity length was 15 cm giving a repe-
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tition rate of 1 GHz. The radii of the laser mode on the gain and SESAM respectively
was 60 µm and 8 µm. An output coupling of 0.3% was used. The ﬁrst two regimes are
discussed brieﬂy in the next two sections. The pulse train regime is discussed in detail
in section 4.3.3.
4.3.1 Highly tunable picosecond laser
Lasers operating using gain sample A4226 and SESAM A4234 were found to be very
spectrally versatile. This is to be expected given the ﬂat gain proﬁle of the sample, and
is desirable in terms of short pulse generation, but it also meant that the laser was prone
to operating in several different spectral regions with different regions corresponding
to different behaviours. An etalon was therefore used in an attempt to restrict the avail-
able bandwidth allowing us to investigate one spectral region at a time. The constraints
on the etalon are very severe if the transmitted bandwidth is to be large enough to
produce sub-picosecond pulses. The most suitable commercially available solid core
etalons were 25 µm thick fused silica etalons from Lightmachinery with a ﬁnesse of 0.7
and a free spectral range of 4023 GHz or 14.2 nm at 1030 nm.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.11: Autocorrelation (a) and optical spectrum (b) of pulses from a laser built using
samples A4226 and A4234. A sech squared ﬁt to the autocorrelation gives a pulse duration
of 3.1 ps and the optical spectrum has a bandwidth of 1.4 nm.
One of these etalons was mounted in the cavity with its angle close to Brewster’s
angle. The angle of the etalon was adjustable so that the desired wavelength could be
selected by changing the angle of the etalon and therefore its effective thickness. The
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laser was found to give stable modelocking, with a sech-squared-ﬁt pulse duration of
3.1 ps and a bandwidth of 1.4 nm corresponding to 3.9 times transform limited. By
adjusting the angle of the etalon it was possible to tune the centre wavelength of the
spectrum over the entire FSR of the etalon, 14.2 nm. This indicates that the SESAM
can provide a saturable absorption over a wavelength range at least this broad. Figure
4.11 shows the autocorrelation and spectrum of the laser. As the etalon angle was
shifted the autocorrelation remained the same and there was no observable change to
the spectrum other than its centre wavelength. The insertion of the etalon increased the
loss of the cavity, increasing the lasing threshold from 0.35 W to 0.55 W and decreasing
the output power from 20 mW to 10 mW.
4.3.2 300 fs Stark mode-locked laser
Stark modelocking is only observed when the laser wavelength is detuned to the long
wavelength side of the absorbing resonance by the correct amount. If the detuning is
too large then the absorption will be too weak to sustain stable modelocking. If the
laser is operating near the peak of the absorption spectrum then there will be little
change in the absorption due to the Stark effect and therefore little pulse shortening.
Using samples A4226 and A4234 it was possible to access the Stark regime by cooling
the gain sample to -40 ◦C, thus shifting the peak gain wavelength to a suitable value.
Figure 4.12 shows the autocorrelation and spectrum of the laser. The pulses are ﬁt by
a 298 fs duration sech-squared pulse and the spectrum has a bandwidth of 4.41 nm,
giving pulses that are 1.2 times transform limited. The sech-squared pulse proﬁle is
consistent with fast saturable absorber modelocking, as described in section 3.2.1.
We can investigate the effect of changing the detuning by cooling the SESAM. This
shifts the absorbing resonance towards shorter wavelengths at a rate of 0.3 nm/K. Fig-
ure 4.13 shows the effect on the pulse duration, bandwidth and time bandwidth prod-
uct of the pulses. The time bandwidth product is expressed as ’times transform lim-
ited’, that is, the time bandwidth product of the pulse divided by the time bandwidth
product of an unchirped pulse. The laser was not entirely stable during the course of
the measurement. In particular, the spectrum recorded for the -10 ◦C data point has
a signiﬁcantly different shape from the other four spectra, resulting in the large val-
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.12: Autocorrelation (a) and optical spectrum (b) of pulses from a laser built using
samples A4226 and A4234 operating in the Stark mode-locked regime. Pulse duration was
298 fs assuming a sech squared ﬁt and bandwidth was 4.41 nm.
ues of both the bandwidth and the time-bandwidth product for this data point. If we
ignore the -10 ◦C data point, the data shows both pulse duration and bandwidth re-
ducing approximately linearly as the SESAM is cooled. The time bandwidth product
also reduces approximately linearly towards the transform limit. Using linear ﬁts to
these graphs we can estimate that the temperature at which the transform limit will be
reached is -26 ◦C and that the pulse duration at this temperature will be 284 fs. The
obvious conclusion that can be drawn from the shortening of the pulses is that as the
SESAM resonance is tuned the modulation depth of the SESAM is increased, increasing
the pulse shortening per round trip.
The change in the time bandwidth product can be explained by the inﬂuence of
increasing SPM as the pulses become shorter. It is possible to estimate the dispersion
using a similar analysis to that in section 4.2.3. Modelocking onset measurements have
not been performed for this laser but, using the fact that the modulation depth of this
SESAM is double that of the SESAM used for the 500 fs laser, we can estimate the
shortening per round trip based on the previous measurements. The gain dispersion is
a function of pulse duration and can be calculated for each of the ﬁve SESAM temper-
atures.
If we attribute any excess broadening to dispersion we can calculate the magnitude
of the total dispersion at each temperature. Figure 4.14 shows the magnitude of the
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 4.13: Pulse duration (a), bandwidth (b), and time-bandwidth product (c) as a func-
tion of SESAM temperature for the Stark mode-locked regime.
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dispersion for the different SESAM temperatures. It is impossible to ﬁnd the sign of
thedispersionusingthismethodbutweexpectthedispersiontobecomemorenegative
towards higher pulse powers due to self phase modulation. This would mean that the
overall dispersion here is positive. Figure 4.14 also shows the time bandwidth product
at the ﬁve different SESAM temperatures. The larger dispersion of the longer pulses
can be seen to cause increased chirp and thus a greater TBP.
Figure 4.14: Calculated round-trip dispersion (squares) and time bandwidth product
(crosses) as a function of SESAM temperature.
4.3.3 70 fs pulse train regime
In the third mode-locked regime seen with this sample combination the gain sample
was held at a temperature close to 0 ◦C. This moved the peak gain wavelength away
from the SESAM absorption resulting in a laser that could operate over a much larger
bandwidth. The laser output consisted of groups of up to 70 pulses with durations as
low as 70 fs. Figure 4.15 shows the optical spectrum of the laser along with a long-
delay autocorrelation showing an entire group of pulses, and a short delay autocorre-
lation showing individual pulses in detail. Also shown is the RF spectrum of the laser.
The clean ﬁrst harmonic and equal powers in higher harmonics both indicate strong
coupling between modes.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.15: Optical spectrum (a) and long delay (b) and short delay (c) autocorrelations of
a 70 fs pulse train. (d) shows the RF spectrum of the ﬁrst harmonic and (inset) the ﬁrst ten
harmonics of the laser repetition rate.
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This modelocking regime was highly unstable. Over a timescale of 30 s - 60 s the
optical spectrum would collapse towards the sharp peak at the long wavelength end
of the spectrum. The pulses in the autocorrelation would broaden and become less
distinct until, once the spectrum had fully collapsed, pulses were no longer visible.
Mode-locked operation could be restarted by moving to a different spot on the SESAM.
However, if the SESAM was moved away and then moved back to the original posi-
tion lasing continued but modelocking did not restart, indicating that the SESAM was
suffering permanent damage, but that the damage did not extend to the DBR as this
would have prevented lasing at all.
4.3.3.1 Avoiding SESAM damage
The peak powers on the sample are similar for both the single 300 fs pulses and the
70 fs pulses as, while the 70 fs pulses are signiﬁcantly shorter, they also have lower
energies as there are several pulses per round trip. The energy absorbed by the SESAM
per round trip is higher for the 70 fs pulses as in this case the SESAM is bleached many
times over per round trip instead of just once. It therefore seemed likely that the cause
of the damage was heating of the SESAM. Whether the damage caused by the heat was
structural or chemical in nature was unknown. However, it was clear that the damage
was restricted to the SESAM surface as any damage deeper in the sample would have
affected the DBR and prevented the laser from operating at all. Both a used and a brand
new piece of SESAM A4234 were compared using a scanning electron microscope but
no additional damage to the surface was visible.
The damage problem was addressed by applying thin layers of alumina to the sur-
face of the SESAM by sputter coating. The coating was designed both to act as a heat
spreader, allowing heat to be removed from the surface in two directions rather than
just one, and as a coating to prevent water or oxygen from reacting with the surface.
Alumina was used as it is transparent at 1 µm and had the highest thermal conductiv-
ity of the available sputter coating targets. At 44 Wm−1K−1 its thermal conductivity
is similar to that of GaAs (45 Wm−1K−1) so a large proportion of the heat is still lost
through the substrate, but heat is now be removed from the active region in both direc-
tions rather than just one.
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Using alumina, with a refractive index at 1 µm of 1.58, the ideal thickness for such
a coating would have been 162 nm as this would also have acted as an antireﬂection
coating, reducing the Fresnel reﬂection from the surface of the SESAM and therefore
increasing the electric ﬁeld on the quantum well. It was found, however, that the coat-
ings had to be applied extremely slowly in order for the temperature of the SESAM to
stay low enough to not be damaged during the process. This limited the rate of depo-
sition to approximately 4 nm per hour. Applying a 162 nm coating was unfeasible at
this deposition rate so eventually ﬁlms of between 15 nm and 20 nm were applied as
these were the thickest ﬁlms that could be achieved in a reasonable time.
Theﬁlmsweresuccessfulinpreventingthedamage. Broadspectraandshortpulses
were now observable for several minutes and were much less prone to ﬂuctuations that
before. Unfortunately, the coatings also signiﬁcantly increased the loss of the SESAM
resulting in laser thresholds that were approximately 50% higher than with uncoated
SESAMs. In a high gain laser this would not have been such a serious issue but in this
laser it made it much more difﬁcult to access the short pulse regime. Changes to the
sputteringrecipemighthaveimprovedtheopticalqualityofthecoatingsthusreducing
the losses. In particular, removing any surface oxidation using HCl might have been
a more effective way of preparing the SESAM surface than just cleaning the SESAM
using acetone and isopropanol.
When the laser is operated with a sample at a temperature below the dew point of
air, boil-off from a Dewar of liquid nitrogen is blown across the surface of the sample
in order to prevent water condensing onto the sample. It was found that such a ﬂow of
nitrogen also largely prevented the damage to the SESAMs. This implies that the dam-
age was due to reactions involving water or oxygen. Any cooling effect of the nitrogen
is likely to be minimal as the nitrogen passes through several metres of tubing before
reaching the sample and is therefore only marginally cooler than room temperature by
the time it reaches the sample. The nitrogen ﬂow was successful in that it prevented
the damage but the resulting lasers were not as stable as those using the alumina co-
ated samples. However, the lower loss and reduced complexity of the nitrogen-ﬂow
method made it preferable to the alumina coatings. Nitrogen ﬂow was used to prevent
SESAM damage in the pulse train laser investigated below.
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4.3.3.2 Investigation of the pulse-train regime
The behaviour of the pulse train regime was investigated in the same way as the 300 fs
pulse regime, that is, by varying the SESAM temperature. Again, as the SESAM was
cooled pulse duration, bandwidth and time-bandwidth product all decreased. Figure
4.16 shows the variation of pulse duration, bandwidth (calculated as twice the vari-
ance of the spectrum), and time-bandwidth product with SESAM temperature. Pulse
duration was found by taking the average of the durations of 5-7 adjacent pulses. The
standard deviations of the durations found this way were typically around 5 fs. It can
be seen that the pulse duration decreases with SESAM temperature until it reaches 75 fs
where it then stays. It is likely that this limit is the fundamental limit of the modelock-
ing mechanism as the pulse duration approaches the dephasing time as suggested by
Daniell et al [54]. The mechanism behind the formation of pulse trains is thought to be
dynamic gain saturation, as described in section 4.3.3.3.
It is possible to explain the change in the time bandwidth product using a similar
analysis to that used for the 300 fs pulses. The only major change in the analysis is
that the gain seen by each pulse is reduced due to the gain saturation effects described
below. Figure 4.17 shows the calculated dispersion and the time bandwidth product. In
this case, the peak power of the pulses, and therefore the SPM, increases with SESAM
temperature. Onceagain, wecannotknowthesignofthedispersion, buttheincreasein
SPM at higher peak powers is expected to make the dispersion more negative, making
it likely that the overall dispersion seen here is negative.
4.3.3.3 Dynamic gain saturation
The carrier distribution in a quantum well at thermal equilibrium is given by a Fermi-
Dirac distribution whose characteristic temperature matches that of the lattice. Two
thermalisation mechanisms are at work in maintaining the stability of such a distri-
bution. Firstly, carrier-carrier scattering ensures that the carrier distribution remains
thermal so that it can be described by a Fermi-Dirac distribution, and secondly, carrier-
phonon scattering transfers energy between the carriers and the lattice, thus forcing the
temperature of the carrier distribution to match that of the lattice.
These two processes occur over different timescales. These timescales have not
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Figure 4.16: Pulse duration (a), bandwidth (b), and time-bandwidth product (c) as a func-
tion of SESAM temperature for the pulse train regime. Pulse duration decreases with tem-
perature until a limit is reached at approximately twice the carrier-carrier scattering time.
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Figure 4.17: Calculated dispersion magnitude and time-bandwidth product as a function
of SESAM temperature.
been measured for the quantum wells used in sample A4226, but literature values for
similar quantum wells suggest that the carrier-carrier scattering time will be below
100fs [63] and the carrier-phonon scattering time will be of the order of a few hundred
femtoseconds [64]. Sample A4234 contains a similar quantum well to those in sample
A4226, and we can estimate the carrier-carrier scattering time of this quantum well by
measuring the width of the absorbing resonance, though the carrier-carrier scattering
time in the gain sample is expected to be lower under operating conditions as it reduces
with both temperature and carrier density. For a homogeneously broadened quantum
well whose recovery time is much longer than the carrier-carrier scattering time, we
expect the width of the absorbing resonance to be set by the carrier-carrier scattering
time. As described in ﬁgure 2.16, the width of the quantum well resonance of the
SESAM can be found by taking reﬂectivity measurements of the SESAM. The absorp-
tion of the quantum well will produce a dip in the DBR stop-band. For SESAM A4234,
a Lorentzian ﬁt to this absorption dip gives a resonance width of 32 nm corresponding
to a dephasing time of 35 fs, which is consistent with values from the literature. It is
impossible to perform a similar measurement for A4226 as its absorption spectrum is
complicated by the presence of the longitudinal enhancement factor.
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Ifanultrashortpulsewithabandwidthnarrowerthatthegainbandwidthandadu-
ration shorter than the carrier-carrier scattering time passes through the gain medium
then spectral hole burning can occur. This is when the laser pulse only extracts carriers
from the part of the carrier distribution whose transition energies match the wave-
lengths present in the pulse. This causes the carrier distribution to be depleted at cer-
tain energies, distorting it away from a Fermi-Dirac distribution. The carrier distrib-
ution will recover to a Fermi-Dirac distribution on the carrier-carrier scattering time
as energy is transferred between the carriers, but the characteristic temperature of this
distribution will be warmer than that of the original carrier distribution. The carrier
distribution will exchange energy with the lattice over timescales similar to the carrier-
phonon scattering time, cooling the temperature of the carrier distribution to that of
the lattice.
Three possible regimes of laser behaviour exist then, depending on the pulse dura-
tion. If the pulse duration is long compared to the carrier-phonon scattering time then
the pulse will experience homogeneous gain, with no pulse-duration-dependant gain
saturation effects. If the pulse duration is less than the carrier-carrier scattering time
then spectral hole burning may occur. A laser operating in this regime will have mod-
elocking dynamics governed by coherent effects, requiring signiﬁcant modiﬁcation to
the rate equation based modelocking models described in chapter 3, and possibly lead-
ing to phenomena like Rabi ﬂopping of the induced polarisation [65], or self induced
transparency [66].
The third possibility is if the pulse duration is shorter than the carrier-phonon scat-
tering time but longer than the carrier-carrier scattering time. In this case spectral hole
burning will not occur as the carrier-carrier scattering will ensure that a Fermi-Dirac
distribution is maintained, but the temperature of this distribution will increase as the
pulse removes the lower temperature carriers from the distribution. During the pas-
sage of thepulse the gain seen bythe pulse will therefore bereduced as the temperature
increases, until it is too small to overcome the cavity loss. At this point the window of
net gain will close, localising the pulse and preventing it from extracting further energy
from the gain.
The pulse will not have extracted all of the energy stored in the gain medium. Af-
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ter the pulse has passed the carrier distribution will return to the lattice temperature
over a timescale determined by the carrier-phonon scattering time. A second pulse can
therefore form after the ﬁrst to take advantage of the energy not extraced by the ﬁrst
pulse. This pulse will again heat the carrier distribution on passage through the gain
meduim, closing the window of net gain. If there is still energy remaining in the gain
medium then, once the carrier distribution has cooled, a third pulse can form and so
on until all the energy has been extracted from the gain medium.
If the pulse duration is much less than the carrier-phonon scattering time then no
cooling of the carrier distribution will occur during the pulse’s passage. For longer
pulses some energy will be transferred to the lattice during the pulses passage. This
reduces the rate at which the pulse heats the carrier distribution meaning that more
gain is available to the pulse. The gain seen by the pulse is therefore a function of the
pulse duration. Figure 4.18 shows pulse duration and pulse energy as a function of
SESAM temperature for the laser described above and clearly shows the pulse energy
reducing as the pulse duration decreases.
Figure 4.18: Pulse duration(squares) and intracavity pulse energy(crosses) as a function of
SESAM temperature.
The separation between the pulses will depend on how quickly the gain recovers
which, in turn, depends on the temperature that the carrier distribution has reached as
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the laser passes through. This is a function of the pulse energy as more energetic pulses
will cause greater heating. Figure 4.19 shows the separation between pulses and pulse
energy as a function of SESAM temperature. It is obvious that the separation follows
the pulse energy closely.
Figure 4.19: Comparing pulse separation to intracavity pulse energy in the pulse train
regime. More energetic pulses result in stronger gain saturation and therefore a greater
separation between pulses.
A dynamic gain saturation model can explain several of the features of the pulse-
train laser output, assuming that the observed pulse durations lie between the carrier-
carrier scattering time and the carrier-phonon scattering time. In particular it explains
the formation of trains of pulses and the varying separation between the pulses, as
well as making approximate predictions of the carrier-carrier scattering time and the
carrier-phonon scattering time that are consistent with literature values. Further in-
vestigations are needed to fully understand this phenomenon. Measurements of the
gain as a function of pulse duration, as well as pump-probe experiments of pumped
gain samples would lead to a much clearer understanding of the dynamics of the gain
saturation.
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4.4 Future work
Further changes to the sample designs are necessary if still shorter pulses are to be pro-
duced. Increased gain, reduced gain ﬁltering, and improved dispersive characteristics
would all be desirable for improved VECSEL performance.
The lasing bandwidth of the laser in the pulse train regime (∼20 nm) approaches
the gain bandwidth (∼30 nm). Gain sample design must therefore focus on increasing
the gain bandwidth of the samples and, if necessary, also increasing the gain in order to
accommodate the potentially higher losses of the next generation of SESAMs. The two
factors limiting the gain bandwidth are the quantum well emission bandwidth and the
longitudinal conﬁnementfactor. Theemission bandwidth is difﬁcultto modify without
resorting to radical measures (for example, the use of a quantum dot gain medium).
Thankfully, this is not necessary as a broader overall gain bandwidth can be achieved
by changing the indium concentration of the different quantum wells in the sample.
This will not increase the emission bandwidth of the individual quantum wells but it
will increase the emission bandwidth of the gain sample as a whole. The additional
inhomogeneity caused by having several different quantum wells may make the laser
more susceptible to spectral hole burning.
The ﬁltering of the longitudinal conﬁnement factor can be reduced in two ways.
Antireﬂection coatings could be applied to the sample post growth. This would elim-
inate the reﬂection at the sample surface therefore eliminating the microcavity alto-
gether. This would also protect the surface from damage, and the alumina coating of
the SESAMs also implies that this may also improve the stability of the lasers. The
disadvantages of this method lie in its high cost and in the potential for damage to the
sample during coating.
The second way of reducing the effect of the LCF would be to grow a gain sam-
ple with a thinner microcavity. This would require a thinner active region which has
consequences for the efﬁciency of the laser as a thinner active region means less pump
absorption in the active region and more pump absorption in the DBR. To compensate
for this, a DBR that reﬂects the pump light back through the active region could be
used, effectively doubling the length for absorption. This makes for a more complex
DBR which may introduce more dispersion.
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The most obvious way to increase the gain of the sample is to increase the number
of quantum wells and to use a corresponding increase in pump power. In terms of
design this can be relatively easily achieved, however, more gain means a steeper gain
spectrum which would lead to stronger gain ﬁltering. If more quantum wells were
used it would almost certainly become necessary to offset the design wavelengths of
the quantum wells in order to compensate for this effect.
Any further samples, either gain sample or SESAM, must be carefully designed in
order to keep the total dispersion as close to zero as possible. It is difﬁcult both to
calculate accurate values of the theoretical dispersion from different sources and to ac-
curately measure the phase structure of the output pulses. The phase structure of the
output pulses can be measured using frequency resolved optical gating, but currently
laser stability prevents this. Dispersion from samples could be accurately measured
using a white light interferometer. Calculating theoretical values of the SPM generated
is more difﬁcult. In these lasers SPM is primarily generated by carrier density ﬂuctua-
tions in the gain sample, and without a clearer understanding of the carrier dynamics
crude estimates such as that in section 4.3.3.2 must sufﬁce.
4.5 Conclusions
Improved gain samples with reduced gain ﬁltering, and high modulation depth optical
Stark effect SESAMs have been shown to reduce the pulse durations from mode-locked
VECSELs, enabling pulses with durations of less than the carrier-phonon scattering
time to be produced for the ﬁrst time in a semiconductor laser. Modelling of optical
Stark effect modelocking [54] implies that the shortest pulses that can be generated by
this mechanism have a duration of twice the carrier-carrier scattering time. The best
estimate of the carrier-carrier scattering time in these quantum wells is 35 fs based
on measurements of the quantum well absorption bandwidth, leading to a theoretical
minimum pulse duration of 70 fs. This is consistent with the apparent limit of 75 fs
seen in the SESAM temperature tuning experiments in section 4.3.3.2.
Once this threshold has been crossed the laser enters a radically different mode-
locking regime where the dynamics of the laser are dominated by dynamic gain satu-
ration in the gain medium. In this regime the energy extracted from the gain becomes
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a function of the pulse duration, reducing the gain seen by shorter pulses. Leftover
energy after the passage of the pulse allows trains of pulses to form. Further investi-
gation is needed, both experimental and theoretical, in order to fully understand the
laser dynamics when pulse durations are comparable to carrier scattering timescales.
In particular, pump probe measurements of an inverted gain sample would allow the
gain to be measured as a function of pulse duration.
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Active stabilisation and timing jitter
characterisation
5.1 Introduction
The pulses in the output of a mode-locked laser are not perfect replicas of each other.
Properties such as the pulse amplitude, shape, and arrival time change from pulse to
pulse due to a variety of noise sources. Jitter refers to the variations in these proper-
ties and is divided into different components depending on which property is being
examined.
Different jitter categories attract different amounts of attention depending of their
importance for a given application. Variations of the pulse shape, for example, have a
limited effect on most measurements. Jitter of the optical phase only has a signiﬁcant
effect in lasers producing few-cycle pulses. Amplitude jitter is important for experi-
ments where the laser is required to deliver precise amounts of energy, for example
pump-probe measurements.
Timing jitter is important for a great many of the applications of mode-locked
lasers. Communications and optical sampling both require very accurate pulse arrival
times and the resolution of pump-probe and other time domain measurements often
depends on the timing jitter. VECSELs have much to recommend them as pulse sources
forthesetypesofexperimentsduetotheirﬂexibility, lowjitterandhighrepetitionrates.
Many of these applications are improved by a high repetition rate pulse train, as
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this increases sampling rates for measurements and transmission speeds in communi-
cations systems. Several types of pulse source are capable of reaching these repetition
rates. Hybrid modelocking of diode lasers can easily reach these high repetition rates
using fundamental or harmonic modelocking but struggles to produce pulse durations
shorter than a few picoseconds [67]. Solid state lasers, for example Ti:sapphire [68] and
Er:glass [69] systems can reach GHz repetition rates with short pulses, but have less
potential for reaching the multi-GHz repetition rates demonstrated by VECSELs.
Longer cavities can be advantageous in terms of reaching low jitter values as a
longer cavity means that noise sources act upon a pulse fewer times per second. Har-
monic modelocking can allow lasers with long cavities to reach GHz repetition rates
but this can leads to a large increase in the timing jitter due to supermode noise, where
noise is coupled into harmonics of the repetition rate. Supermode supression is possi-
ble but requires very complex set ups [70]. There is therefore a trade-off between the
noise related to cavity length and the supermode noise in harmonic modelocking.
Due to their active-mirror architecture and low gain lifetimes VECSELs are partic-
ularly well suited to short cavites, and therefore to fundamental modelocking at high
repetition rates. Their theoretical minimum timing jitter is also very low, as discussed
in section 5.2. This chapter presents the results of recent work on active stabilisation of
VECSELs. Both measurement and stabilisation technques are described, likely sources
of noise are identiﬁed and future work is proposed.
5.2 Noise sources in mode-locked VECSELs
Jitter in mode-locked lasers arises from many sources, for example mirror vibrations,
temperature ﬂuctuations and spontaneous emission noise. We can classify these as ei-
ther classical or quantum noise sources. Classical noise sources, such as vibrations or
temperature ﬂuctuations can, in principle, be completely removed by improved laser
design. Quantum noise sources are the ﬂuctuations that are due to the quantum nature
of the system. Spontaneous emission adds an inherent randomness that results in ﬂuc-
tuations in both the amplitude of the pulses and their arrival time. These ﬂuctuations
cannot be engineered away and therefore allow us to deﬁne a minimum limit to the
jitter of a mode-locked laser.
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5.2.1 Quantum noise sources
The fundamental limit to either the amplitude or the timing jitter of a mode-locked
laser is set by shot noise. Single-photon ﬂuctuations in a pulse will clearly affect the
amplitude of the pulse but will also result in shifts of the pulses ‘centre of mass’, which
is equivalent to timing jitter. Shot noise results in a two-sided spectral power density
[71]
SδP(f) = Pavhν, (5.1)
where Pav is the average output power of the pulse train and ν is the optical frequency.
Note that this spectral power density is independent of frequency and therefore corre-
sponds to noise with a constant level at all frequencies. The timing jitter can be found
by taking the variance of this spectrum and integrating over a measurement band-
width, B, to give
σ2
T = 0.2647 × 2B
hν
Pav
τ2
p, (5.2)
where τp is the pulse duration and the numerical factor 0.2647 arises from the sech2
pulse shape. For the laser used in section 5.6 the fundamental limit is 1 as in the band-
width 300 Hz to 1.5 MHz.
This fundamental limit does not completely describe the effects of quantum behav-
iour on the timing jitter as it deals only with the discrete nature of the laser ﬁeld itself
and not with the interactions within the laser. The discrete nature of both spontaneous
emission and loss results in additional contributions to the noise. For a laser with in-
tensity gain g per round trip the spectral power density is
SδT(f) = 0.5294
1
(2πf)2
hν
Ep
g
Trt
τ2
p, (5.3)
where Ep is the pulse energy, Trt is the round trip time and f is the offset frequency.
Quantum ﬂuctuations also occur due to loss, and in the steady state loss equals gain so
the loss will make an identical contribution to the noise, effectively doubling it. From
the spectral power density we can calculate the timing jitter to be 30 fs for the same
laser and measurement bandwidth as above. This is comparable to the quantum limit
of the miniature Er:Yb:glass laser described in [69] and signiﬁcantly lower than that of
the Ti:sapphire in [68].
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Shot noise presents a fundamental limit to the jitter of a laser but the limit set by
quantum effects on gain and loss is not fundamental and can be compensated for by
active stabilisation. Nor is this noise contribution frequency independent. It now scales
with f−2, meaning that at small offset frequencies this noise source will dominate, but
at high frequencies the laser will reach the noise ﬂoor set by the fundamental quantum
limit.
Jitter due to the quantum nature of the loss and gain also depends on the round trip
time. Lasers with lower repetition rates will experience less jitter from this source. This
is a common feature of many noise sources and results from the frequency with which
the noise source acts on the laser. If a noise source adds a given amount of jitter per
round trip then a laser with more round trips per second will suffer more jitter than a
lower repetition rate laser. However, it is much more difﬁcult to stabilise larger cavities
against noise, particularly changes in cavity length, so in many cases high repetition
rate lasers can have lower jitter.
5.2.2 Classical noise sources
Various different classical noise sources will also contribute to the total jitter of the
laser. It is useful to have some idea of the magnitudes of some of these effects. Detailed
calculations or experiments to ﬁnd the noise spectra of different sources are possible
but approximate calculations can sufﬁce to give order of magnitude estimates of the
contributions towards the total noise. There follow brief calculations to estimate the
contributions from mirror vibrations and ﬂuctuations in the temperature, the pump
power and the gain and loss.
For a change in cavity length ∆l the change in the arrival time of a pulse is ∆t =
2∆l/c where c is the speed of light. The timing jitter contribution due to cavity length
ﬂuctuations is simply the RMS of the pulse arrival time, therefore
σT =
2
c
h∆li, (5.4)
where h∆li is the RMS of the cavity length ﬂuctuations.
In order to minimise the length ﬂuctuations all cavity mirrors in this work were
mounted on 5 cm diameter aluminium posts rather than the usual 12.5 mm diame-
ter optical posts. Estimating a value of h∆li =10 µ m due to mirror vibrations gives
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σT =70 fs. This assumes that the vibrations are at frequencies within the measurement
bandwidth of the experiment. It is likely that noise from the mirror vibrations will
appear as spikes in the jitter spectrum rather than as white noise as the mechanical
resonances of the components will appear over narrow ranges of frequencies.
Changes in the temperature will cause changes in the cavity length due to thermal
expansion of the components. If a component has a thermal expansion coefﬁccient
dx/dT, then the timing jitter due to temperature change ∆T will be
σT =
2
c
dx
dT
∆T. (5.5)
The thermal expansion coefﬁcient of GaAs is 5.7 × 10−6 K−1. The total thickness of
GaAs in both the gain sample and SESAM is approximately 10 µm giving us a total
jitter of 4 × 10−19 s for temperature ﬂuctuations of one Kelvin. This is well below the
quantum limit for the jitter of the VECSEL used and therefore is not signiﬁcant.
A more signiﬁcant source of cavity length change is thermal expansion of the steel
breadboard. With a thermal expansion coefﬁcient of 17 × 10−6 K−1 and a cavity length
of 30 cm jitter of the order of 40 fs is expected. This is unlikely to have any effect on
the noise data presented below, however, as due to the large thermal inertia of the
breadboard, the timescales over which such shifts will occur are likely to be of the
order of minutes and therefore will be outside the jitter measurement bandwidth. In an
unstabilised, passively mode-locked laser this kind of cavity length drift would change
the repetition rate signiﬁcantly, but for an actively stabilised laser these low frequency
drifts will be completely eliminated, as long as the required cavity length correction
signal stays within the bandwidth of the phase-locked loop.
Changing temperature will also cause changes in the refractive index of the gain
sampleandtheSESAM.Thiscanbedescribedinthesamewayascavitylengthchanges.
GaAs has a refractive index change of dn/dT = 2 × 10−5 K−1 with temperature corre-
sponding to a jitter of
σT =
2
c
dn
dT
x∆T (5.6)
for a thickness x of GaAs. For the values shown this calculation gives σT = 1 as which
is similar to the quantum limit.
We saw above that ﬂuctuations in the gain due to quantum effects add timing jitter
but gain ﬂuctuations also occur due to changes in the pump power. According to Haus
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and Mecozzi [72], the timing jitter spectral density due to gain ﬂuctuations is given by
ST(f) =
∆g
TRTΩg
, (5.7)
where ∆g is the ﬂuctuation of the round trip incremental gain, TRT is the cavity round
trip time and ΩG is the gain bandwidth. From this one can calculate the timing jitter
contribution
σT =

2ST
(2πf)2
1/2
=

2∆g
(2π)2fΩg
1/2
. (5.8)
If I estimate the ﬂuctuations of the gain to be 1% of the gain value this calculation gives
a value of σT = 45 fs showing that ﬂuctuations of the gain due to the pump diode are
predicted to have an effect of similar magnitude to the quantum gain ﬂuctuations. This
effect could potentially be reduced by using a temperature stabilised pump diode and
a more stable diode driver to improve the stability of the pump source.
It is worth noting that loss can be treated in a similar manner to gain. This poten-
tially allows one to calculate the jitter caused by changes of cavity alignment due to
mirror vibrations. The necessary cavity stability calculations are complex. It is sufﬁ-
cient to note that the variations in loss cannot exceed the value of 1% used for the gain
ﬂuctuations above given the amplitude jitter measured in section 5.6.
A more complete treatment of the classical noise sources would follow the same
approach as was used for the quantum noise sources, that is, to ﬁnd the spectral den-
sity function of the noise source, and integrate this over the measurement bandwidth.
While simple in principle this method would require experimental characterisation of
the spectral density functions of the noise sources, which would be complex and time
consuming.
5.3 Theory of power spectrum measurements
Time domain measurements of the jitter of VECSELs cannot be performed directly as
the pulse-to-pulse jitter is too low to be measured. Several method exist for measuring
the jitter of such a laser, mostly relying on frequency domain comparison of the pulse
train with a lower noise reference oscillator. One disadvantage of these types of mea-
surement is that the reference oscillator will also contribute some noise to the measured
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value. The value of the jitter found by these methods will therefore always be an upper
limit to the jitter of the laser. These methods are also better suited to actively mode-
locked or actively stabilised lasers as they treat the jitter as a small deviation from a
ﬁxed round trip time. In an unstabilised passively mode-locked laser there is no restor-
ing force moving the pulse towards this position potentially allowing the pulse to walk
away from its expected position.
Self-heterodyne measurements can also be performed. These measurements elimi-
nate the need for a stable reference oscillator by using the laser itself as a reference. The
laser is delayed through several kilometers of ﬁbre before being detected in a second
photodiode and used as a reference. As long as the delay is long compared to the co-
herence time of the laser then the jitter in the two signals will be uncorrelated and the
actual jitter can be extracted. As the jitter of the reference is identical to the jitter of the
laser being measured the absolute jitter of the laser can be calculated as
√
2 of the jitter
measured.
A commonly used method is to use the reference oscillator and the signal from
a photodiode as inputs to an electronic mixer [73]. If the relative phase difference be-
tween the signals is π/2 then, for small deviations, the output voltage is proportional to
the phase difference. This is a simple and convenient method provided the phase dif-
ference between the signals remains small so, once again, this method is better suited
to actively mode-locked or actively stabilised lasers. A signiﬁcant disadvantage of this
method is that, unless great care is taken in the design of the electronics, amplitude
modulation to phase modulation(AM-PM) conversion will occur in the mixer, causing
a signiﬁcant increase in the measured jitter. Again, the jitter measured includes the jit-
ter of the oscillator, so a low noise oscillator is necessary in order for the jitter measured
to represent the jitter of the laser.
A more sophisticated method which avoids many of the problems suffered by other
methods has been proposed by Paschotta [74]. This method compares two lasers with
similar repetition rates to a common reference oscillator using mixers, detects the re-
sulting signals using an oscilloscope, and then subtracts the resulting signals from each
other. In this way the noise of the reference oscillator is eliminated as both channels will
have identical contributions from the oscillator noise. The remaining signal will reﬂect
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the jitter of one laser relative to the other. If the lasers are identical then the jitter of
a single laser is
√
2 of the relative jitter. This method has several advantages. As the
noise of the reference oscillator has been subtracted from the ﬁnal measured value this
value will reﬂect the noise of the lasers only rather that the noise of the laser and the
reference. This means that a low noise oscillator is no longer needed. This method
is also immune to AM-PM conversion in the mixers as this depends only on the mixer
offsets which are also eliminated when the signals are subtracted. The downside of this
method is its complexity. Two similar lasers are required as well as a high bandwidth
2-channel digital oscilloscope or two high resolution digital sampling cards.
A commonly used jitter analysis method proposed by Von der Linde [3] relies on
the analysis of the power spectrum of the photodiode output. Such a spectrum will
consist of peaks at harmonics of the repetition rate of the laser. The sideband spectral
density function of the µth peak, including amplitude jitter-timing jitter correlations, is
shown to be given by
Sµ(f) = SA(f) + (2πµf0)SAT(f) + (2πµf0)2ST(f), (5.9)
where f = ωµ/2π is the carrier offset frequency and SA, SAT and ST are the spectral
density functions of the amplitude jitter, the amplitude-to-timing jitter and the timing
jitter. Integrating the power spectrum between two offset frequencies f1 and f2 then
gives us the total noise in the bandwidth f2 − f1 in terms of contributions from the
amplitude jitter σA, timing-to-amplitude jitter σAT and the timing jitter σt.
Z f2
f1
Sµ(f)df =
σ2
2
=
σ2
A
2
+ (2πµf0)
σ2
AT
2
+ (2πµf0)2σ2
T
2
. (5.10)
This analysis assumes that the pulse shape remains constant and ignores any jitter of
the optical phase as phase information is lost when the laser signal is detected by the
photodiode. It is important to notice that the contributions to the total noise from these
different sources vary differently with the harmonic number µ. This enables one to
separate out the contributions from the different sources of jitter.
Figure 5.1 shows a schematic of an RF power spectrum. Each harmonic consists of a
deltafunctionatthecentrefrequencypluscontributionsfromtheamplitudeandtiming
jitter. Amplitude jitter forms a broad pedestal that does not vary with respect to har-
monic number. Timing jitter forms a narrower spike whose intensity increases quadrat-
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ically with respect to harmonic number. Amplitude-to-timing jitter is not shown in this
ﬁgure. A quadratic ﬁt to a graph of sideband area vs. harmonic number will allow σA,
σAT and σT to be determined.
Figure 5.1: A schematic of an RF power spectrum of a mode-locked laser showing contri-
butions to the sideband areas due to amplitude and timing jitter. From [3]
This method provides a fairly complete characterisation of the jitter of a laser, how-
ever it has several disadvantages. As discussed above, the jitter measured is the jitter
relative to the reference oscillator, in this case the oscillator of the RF spectrum analyser.
The jitter measured therefore represents an upper limit to the jitter of the laser, the
measured value being a better representation of the absolute value if the jitter of the
reference oscillator is signiﬁcantly less than that of the laser. The second disadvantage
comes from the necessity of measuring many harmonics. This makes the measurement
very time consuming, requiring stable laser operation for several hours. The measure-
ment is also more difﬁcult for high repetition rate lasers as in order to measure the high
harmonics of the spectrum of these lasers the bandwidths of the photodiode and RF
spectrum analyser must be very large.
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5.4 Previous work on active stabilisation of VECSELs
Active stabilisation works by using a phase-locked loop (PLL) to lock the laser repeti-
tion rate to a ﬁxed value. A PLL works by detecting the deviation of the instantaneous
repetition rate from a reference frequency and providing a restoring force to return the
repetition rate to that frequency. In practice this is done by detecting the laser output
using a photodiode, using a mixer to ﬁnd the phase difference between this signal and
a reference, and then using the resulting error signal to control a cavity mirror mounted
on a piezoelectric translation stage. This shifts the cavity length so that the repetition
rate matches the reference signal. Often proportional-integral-differential(PID) control
is used to further improve the stabilisation.
Figure 5.2: Unstabilised and actively stabilised RF power spectra of a 2.3 ps pulse duration
VECSEL. Stabilisation has reduced the noise level up to frequencies of 5 kHz. From [4]
Previous work by Wilcox et al. [4] used this method to lock a VECSEL with a rep-
etition rate of 897 MHz to an electrical reference oscillator at the same frequency. The
jitter characteristics of the laser were measured with and without active stabilisation
using the von der Linde method. Figure 5.2 shows the extracted jitter spectra with and
without active stabilisation. Comparing the jitter spectra it is clear that the active sta-
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bilisation has reduced the jitter over a bandwidth extending up to 5 kHz. The jitter has
not been reduced at higher frequencies as the stabilisation bandwidth is limited by the
response time of the piezoelectric stage. Passive stabilisation was also used by mount-
ing the mirrors on stable posts and enclosing the laser in a box to prevent air ﬂow and
temperature changes.
The work presented here builds on this work in two ways. Firstly the VECSEL
in the previous work was operating in a slow saturable absorber modelocking regime
rather than the Stark modelocking regime and was therefore producing 2.3 ps pulses
rather than sub-picosecond pulses. The modelocking build-up measurements per-
formed by Keith Wilcox showed that slow saturable absorber modelocking produces a
stronger pulse shaping per round trip and so could be expected to be less susceptible
to perturbations than Stark modelocking. It was therefore desirable to characterise the
noise of a Stark modelocked VECSEL.
Secondly, the VECSEL was locked to a reference oscillator whose frequency was
the same as the laser repetition rate, whereas in this work a frequency divider is used
to lock the laser to a reference with a much lower frequency. This means that a lower
frequency reference oscillator can be used, which is an advantage as lower frequency
oscillators are typically cheaper and have better noise characteristics than higher fre-
quency oscillators.
5.5 Frequency-divider based stabilisation scheme
A schematic of the stabilisation electronics used in this later work is shown in ﬁgure
5.3. Part of the laser output was detected in a 25 GHz New Focus model 1414 photo-
diode. The resulting RF signal was ampliﬁed in a high bandwidth ampliﬁer and used
as the input signal to an Analog Devices model ADF4106 PLL frequency synthesizer
chip. The reference signal for the system was a Stanford Research Systems model SC10
10 MHz ovenised oscillator. The PLL frequency synthesizer produces an output signal
that is proportional to the phase difference between the two inputs. This signal is ﬁl-
tered above 10 kHz to reject frequencies higher than the bandwidth of the piezoelectric
stage and then ampliﬁed and used to drive the translation stage.
The PLL frequency sythesizer consists of two major components. The ﬁrst is an
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Figure 5.3: Schematic of the stabilisation scheme.
integer-N programmable frequency divider. This reduces the frequency of the input
signal by an integer factor N by discarding N − 1 out of every N pulses but letting the
Nth pulse pass. For this work N was set to 100 in order to match the 1 GHz signal from
the photodiode output to the 10 MHz reference signal.
The second component is a phase frequency detector (PFD). The PFD operates by
emitting pulses of current that are proportional to the delay between the arrival times
of the pulses from the reference signal and from the divided input signal. The current
pulses are emitted at the frequency of the reference signal and are then integrated by
the 10 kHz loop ﬁlter, which has the effect of converting the 10 MHz series of pulses to
a continuously varying signal in the bandwidth DC to 10 kHz.
The use of a programmable divider makes this a highly versatile method as it al-
lows lasers with a wide range of repetition rates to be stabilised to the same oscillator
using the same electronics. It also allows the use of lower frequency reference oscil-
lators which is particularly useful given the high repetition rates of VECSELs. The
disadvantage of using a divider is that instead of locking every pulse to the reference
only every Nth pulse is stabilised. Mathematically, this is equivalent to locking the
laser to a reference oscillator whose phase noise is 20log10(N) larger than that of the
actual oscillator used. This is not as severe a disadvantage is it may appear, as the
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phase noise characteristics of low frequency oscillators are typically much better that
high frequency oscillators.
5.6 Active stabilisation of a Stark mode-locked VECSEL
The laser used in this work was a 1 GHz Z-cavity using samples QT1544 and QT1627.
The only signiﬁcant differences between this laser and the one described in section 4.2.3
were that the output coupler mounted on a piezoelectric translation stage and that the
cavity length was adjusted to give a repetition rate of exactly 1.00 GHz, as the repeti-
tion rate needs to be an integer multiple of the reference oscillator frequency. Passive
stabilisation was also used. All cavity mirrors were mounted on stable 50 mm diameter
posts to reduce vibrations and the whole laser was covered by a box made of insulat-
ing foam to reduce air currents and temperature ﬂuctuations. The autocorrelation and
optical spectrum of the laser are shown in ﬁgure 5.4. The output power of the laser was
40 mW.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.4: Second harmonic autocorrelation and optical spectrum of a laser producing
470 fs pulses. A sech squared ﬁt to the autocorrelation gives a pulse duration of 470 fs
and the optical spectrum has a bandwidth of 4.1 nm making the pulse 1.1 times transform
limited.
Part of the output from the 25 GHz photodiode was ampliﬁed using a low noise
broadband ampliﬁer and analysed using an Advantest R3273 RF spectrum analyser.
The sidebands of eight of the harmonics of the power spectrum were measured up to
an offset frequency of 1.5 MHz. Each sideband measurement consisted of six scans
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of the instrument with different frequency spans and resolutions in order to achieve
a good data range and resolution within a reasonable acquisition time. Sidebands of
the ﬁrst, ﬁfth and thirteenth harmonics are shown in ﬁgure 5.5. Jitter can be seen to be
concentrated at offset frequencies below 3 kHz and the noise ﬂoor of the RF spectrum
analyser was reached at offset frequencies above 1 MHz.
Figure 5.5: Sidebands of the 1st, 5th and 13th harmonics of the power spectrum.
Theﬂatplateauextendingupto500kHzisaresultofthecoherencetimeofthelaser.
Adjacent pulses in any laser will show a large degree of coherence, therefore the noise
of the laser at high offset frequencies is very low. The degree of coherence is reduced
towards lower offset frequencies as noise is added to the pulse every round trip. Once
the coherence between pulses has reached a minimum level then this increase in the
noise spectrum will cease, leading to a plateau. The frequency at which the plateau
begins is called the corner frequency, and for a given type of laser it is proportional to
the repetition rate, resulting in higher jitter in high repetition rate lasers.
By ﬁtting a quadratic curve to a plot of area under the sideband versus harmonic
number, as shown in ﬁgure 5.6, we can use the von der Linde method to extract values
for the timing jitter and amplitude jitter according to equation 5.10. The rms timing jit-
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ter was found to be 190±12 fs over the bandwidth 300 Hz to 1.5 MHz [75]. The rms am-
plitude jitter in the same bandwidth was 0.17±0.04%. These values represent an upper
limit to the jitter of the laser, as the ﬂuctuations measured in the power spectrum side-
bands also include those from other noise sources, such as the RF spectrum analyser.
As these values are similar to those measured by Wilcox et al. we can conclude that
neither of the different modelocking mechanisms investigated has an inherently lower
jitter.
Figure5.6: Areaofthesidebandsoftheharmonicsofthelaserpowerspectrumasafunction
of harmonic number. From the quadratic ﬁt a value for the timing jitter of 190 fs in the
bandwidth 300 Hz to 1.5 MHz can be extracted.
The calculations in section 5.2 are crude but they nonetheless provide us with an
insight into the main sources of the jitter seen in the experimental data. The values
from the mirror vibrations (70 fs) and the quantum (30 fs) and classical (45 fs) gain and
loss ﬂuctuations are of the right magnitude to account for the observed timing jitter.
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5.7 Future work
Accordingtothecalculationspresentedabovethemainsourcesofnoiseinmodelocked
VECSELs are likely to be mirror vibrations and pump ﬂuctuations. Future work must
therefore address these problems. The pump source is a 1 W ﬁbre-coupled diode laser.
Stabilising the drive current and diode temperature would improve the pump stability,
but the largest improvement is likely to come from mounting the diode in such a way
that the ﬁbre is unable to move. Likewise, mirror vibration can be signiﬁcantly reduced
by mounting the entire laser on a stable base. Figure 5.7 shows such a stable base upon
which two VECSELs can be mounted side by side.
Figure 5.7: Photo of a stabilised base for two VECSELs. Red lines show the laser beam
paths, green the pump lasers. Both the mirrors and the pump ﬁbres are securely mounted
to prevent vibration.
One of the obvious applications for stabilised VECSELs is in time domain pump-
probe measurements such as terahertz time domain spectroscopy (TTDS). A typical
TTDS set up is shown in ﬁgure 5.8. In this system each pulse in the train from a mode-
locked laser is split into two and sent down two different beam paths. One pulse is
focussed onto a biased dipole antenna which acts as a terahertz emitter. The resulting
terahertz pulse passes through a sample before arriving at an unbiased antenna that
acts as a terahertz detector. The other half of the laser pulse passes through a delay
line before arriving at the detector antenna where it is used to gate the terahertz detec-
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tion. As the delay line is scanned the detector pulse is scanned past the terahertz pulse
allowing the temporal proﬁle of the terahertz pulse to be measured. A Fourier trans-
form of this proﬁle decomposes it into its frequency components allowing the terahertz
absorption spectrum of the sample to be found.
Figure5.8: SchematicofatypicalTTDSsetup. Laserbeampathsareshowninred, terahertz
in blue.
A VECSEL has already been used to drive such a system [76] enabling the ﬁrst
demonstration of an all-semiconductor terahertz time domain spectrometer. The time
resolution of such a system is limited by either the pulse duration of the laser or its
timing jitter depending on which one is larger. For the system demonstrated the pulse
duration was 480 fs. The jitter of this particular laser was not measured but, as it was a
similar laser to the free running laser in [4], assuming a value of approximately 350 fs
is not unreasonable. It is therefore likely that in this system the pulse duration was the
limiting factor rather than the timing jitter. However, as VECSELs with shorter pulse
durations become available it is clear that active stabilisation will be necessary if the
timing jitter is not to become the limiting factor.
If, instead of a single laser, two lasers with slightly different repetition rates are
used, with one driving the emitter and the other driving the detector, then the detec-
tor pulse will sweep through the entire delay range without the need for a mechanical
delay stage. This technique, known as asynchronous optical sampling (ASOPS) [77],
improves on the traditional time domain set-up in several respects. Mechanical delay
lines are inconvenient as they can lead to changes in alignment and spot size when
long delays are used. They also limit the speed at which the time delay can be scanned,
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meaning that TTDS measurements typically take many minutes to complete. If faster
scanning is required then a shaker can be used, but the achievable time delay is very
small. ASOPS provides a solution to these problems. Changing the delay no longer af-
fects the alignment allowing the entire time window between two successive pulses to
be scanned, and the scanning speed is set by the difference between the laser repetition
rates and can therefore be much quicker.
An ASOPS system is shown in ﬁgure 5.9. This system uses two similar lasers whose
repetition rates differ by 10 kHz. One of the lasers is used as a reference oscillator for
the other in a master-slave conﬁguration. The repetition rate difference is maintained
by shifting the reference signal by 10 kHz before it reaches the mixer. Using a 1 GHz
repetition rate gives a total delay range of 1 ns, and a 10 kHz frequency offset will
mean that this delay range is swept once every 100 µs. Many sweeps of the delay
can be averaged to reduce the noise level. The active stabilisation scheme described in
section 5.6 is suitable for application to this type of system as one of the key features
of the scheme is that the master and slave oscillators have different frequencies. The
frequency-divider based stabilisation scheme is much more appropriate, though some
modiﬁcations would be necessary in order to reach the repetition-rate to frequency-
offset ratios required for this experiment, for example the use of a fractional-N divider
rather than an integer-N divider.
Figure 5.9: Schematic of an ASOPS TTDS set up. Laser beam paths are shown in red,
terahertz in blue, electrical signals in black.
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ASOPS eliminates the need for a mechanical delay stage, but it does place rather
severe requirements on the data acquisition system. As the delay is shifted continu-
ously, the sampling speed of the data acquisition must equal the repetition rate of the
probe laser. Data acquisition cards are available at these speeds but they are expensive.
Stabilising one laser with respect to another presents another possibility for delay line
free pump-probe experiments without this disadvantage.
The ASOPS scheme presented above can be modiﬁed by replacing the frequency
shifter with a variable phase shifter. In this case the lasers will be locked at the same
repetition rate, but the arrival time of the pulses from the slave laser with respect to the
pulses from the master can be adjusted electronically by using the phase shifter. The
phase shifter then functions exactly as a delay stage would but without the disadvan-
tages of alignment errors and slow scan speeds.
5.8 Conclusions
The work presented in this chapter represents a successful extension to the work pre-
viously carried out on the stabilisation of mode-locked VECSELs. The timing jitter of
a Stark mode-locked VECSEL has been measured as 190 fs in the bandwidth 300 Hz to
1.5MHz. Asthisisasimilarvaluetothatmeasuredforaslowsaturableabsorbermode-
locked VECSEL it can be concluded that any inherent difference in the noise character-
istics of the two modelocking methods is small compared to other noise sources.
This work also presents a novel active stabilisation scheme which uses a frequency
divider, producing a more ﬂexible locking scheme and allowing cheaper and more
stable low frequency reference oscillators to be used. The beneﬁts of this will become
more apparent if higher repetition rate VECSELs are used. The principal noise sources
present in the system have been identiﬁed and future work proposed to reduce their
impact on the timing jitter.
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Carbon nanotube saturable
absorbers
6.1 Introduction
Various materials have been used as saturable absorbers for laser modelocking, as any
material with absorption at the right wavelength and a suitable recovery time can, in
principle, be used. In recent years SESAMs have become one of the most widely used
saturable absorbers due to their ﬂexibility and simplicity of use. However, signiﬁcant
disadvantages of SESAMs include the limited bandwidth of the absorbing resonance
and the relatively long recovery times of buried semiconductor quantum wells. As
discussed in chapter 3 shorter recovery times are necessary for the generation of sub-
picosecond pulses.
Various methods have been used to reduce the recovery times of SESAMs. These
all share the same principle; introduce defects close to the quantum well so that carriers
can recombine non-radiatively at these defect sites. Commonly used methods are ion
implantation, where the sample is bombarded by high energy ions post-growth, and
low temperature growth, where the sample is grown at low temperature in order to al-
low defects to form during the growth. Both of these methods can reduce the recovery
times from the order of nanoseconds to less than a picosecond, but this improvement
comes at the price of increased insertion loss of the component.
Other methods for speeding up the recovery rely on changing the sample design
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in order to place the SESAM close to some structure where rapid recombination is pos-
sible. Quantum wells placed very close to the air interface of the sample can have
increased recovery rates, as carriers generated in the quantum well can tunnel from the
quantum well to the surface, where they can recombine at surface defect sites. This can
provide devices with lower loss than ion implanted or low temperature grown mater-
ial, but these devices require a large electric ﬁeld at the sample surface, increasing the
scattering losses slightly and potentially causing signiﬁcant GDD in the sample. Buried
quantum wells can be surrounded by superlattice layers, which provide a similar re-
combination route without the need for a large surface E-ﬁeld but at the cost of more
complex sample growth.
A ﬁnal method for achieving fast recovery in SESAMs is by using the optical Stark
effect, as described in section 3.2.3. This can provide a fast response with low losses,
and has been used to generate sub-100fs pulses in VECSELs. It is however, a very weak
pulse shaping mechanism and requires careful control of the absorption wavelength.
There also appears to be a fundamental limit to the duration of pulses shaped by the
optical Stark effect. Modelling by Daniell et al. [54] suggests that this mechanism can-
not form pulses shorter than twice the inverse resonance width. In this case the limited
absorption bandwidth of SESAMs becomes an issue.
In view of the disadvantages of SESAMs it is desirable to investigate saturable ab-
sorbers based on other materials. Single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) are single
crystals of graphite-like carbon, with the form of a single sheet of graphene rolled into
a cylinder, as shown in ﬁgure 6.1. They have highly promising properties for mode-
locking at 1 µm, most notably a resonance width of over 100 nm and recovery times
of the order of 700 fs. Carbon nanotube based absorbers have been used to mode-lock
various types of laser successfully, including Er [78,79], Yb [80,81], Cr [82] and Nd [83]
based solid state lasers, Yb [84,85], Er [86–88] and Tm [89] doped ﬁbre lasers and semi-
conductor optical ampliﬁers [90], at wavelengths between 1 µm and 1.9 µm producing
pulses as short as 68 fs.
Another advantage of SWCNTs over semiconductor devices is their relative ease
of fabrication. Carbon nanotube saturable absorbers are usually made by preparing a
solution of SWCNTs and a polymer and allowing this solution to dry on a substrate,
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Figure 6.1: A chiral nanotube with a diameter of 1.03 nm. From [5]
leaving a polymer layer with nanotubes embedded in it. This simple solution process-
ing can be done with standard laboratory equipment, in contrast with the highly ex-
pensive and specialised MBE and MOCVD reactors required for SESAM growth. This
has the potential to make SWCNT saturable absorbers much cheaper, and it also al-
lows absorbers to be made on a wide variety of substrates and over a wide variety of
geometries.
This chapter will ﬁrst describe the optical properties of SWCNTs and an attempt to
fabricate a reﬂection-type SWCNT-based absorber suitable for VECSEL modelocking.
6.2 Optical properties of SWCNTs
SWCNTs can show different electronic behaviour, semiconducting or metallic, depend-
ing on the chirality of the nanotube. Figure 6.2 shows a sheet of graphene. Rolling the
sheet into a nanotube has the effect of positioning the point given by vector L over
the origin. Primitive translation vectors a and b are also shown allowing us to write
L = naa + nbb. The vector L is called the chiral vector and describes both the diameter
of the nanotube and the orientation of the hexagons on the tube surface. Only certain
values of na and nb are geometrically possible, as described by the equation
na + nb = 3N + ν, (6.1)
where N is an integer and ν = −1,0,1.
By calculating the band structure using an effective mass approximation [6] it can
be shown that SWCNTs with ν = 0 are metallic whereas SWCNTs with ν = −1,1 are
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Figure 6.2: Graphene sheet with chiral vector L and primitive translation vectors a and b. A
carbon nanotube with chiral vector L is represented by wrapping such a sheet into a tube
such that the atom at position (na,nb) lies at the origin. From [6]
semiconducting. Figure 6.3 shows the predicted band structure of metallic and semi-
conducting nanotubes of diameter 0.7 nm. The size of the bandgap for the semicon-
ducting nanotubes is inversely proportional to the diameter of the nanotube according
to the equation [6]
Eg = γ
 
 
2π
3L
 
 , (6.2)
where L = |L| and γ = 1.29 × 10−9 eVm.
Only semiconducting nanotubes are suitable for use in a saturable absorber. Any
metallic nanotubes in the absorber will serve only to increase the non-saturable loss
of the absorber. Most methods for producing SWCNTs produce approximately equal
numbers of ν = −1,0, and 1 nanotubes, therefore giving approximately half as many
metallic as semiconducting nanotubes. This is not acceptable in a VECSEL where non-
saturable losses must be kept to an absolute minimum. Various methods exist for sort-
ing nanotubes in solution, usually by using their different electronic properties [91] or
by allowing them to react with functional groups with different afﬁnities for the differ-
ent chiralities [92].
Many methods also exist for synthesising carbon nanotubes including arc synthe-
sis [93], laser ablation [94] and catalysed chemical vapour deposition [95, 96]. Most
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Figure 6.3: Predicted energy levels of a 0.7 nm diameter nanotubes. Solid lines show semi-
conducting nanotubes, dashed lines show metallic nanotubes.
of these methods produce both metallic and semiconducting nanotubes, but recently
improvements in catalytic growth methods have made it possible to selectively grow
SWCNTs with a particular chiral vector to a purity of up to 90%. This gives the po-
tential for an acceptable ratio of saturable to non-saturable loss without additional pu-
riﬁcation. The SWCNTs used in this work were produced in this way by SouthWest
NanoTechnologies (SWeNT) and were used without further puriﬁcation. Just as im-
portantly, the same methods allow the growth of batches of nanotubes with a small
range of diameters. As the bandgap of a nanotube depends on its diameter this allows
for samples closely tailored to a particular laser wavelength.
Pump probe measurements have been performed on various types of SWCNT ab-
sorber, including transmission-type and reﬂection-type polymer ﬁlm absorbers and
nanotube powder samples [79–81,97]. These measurements have all found recovery
times of the order of 700 fs, signiﬁcantly faster than the surface quantum wells used
in samples QT1627 and A4234. SWCNTs are also expected to show a signiﬁcant Stark
shift. If used for optical Stark modelocking then SWCNTs could potentially produce
pulses as short as 20 fs based on the limit set by the resonance width, as discussed in
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section 3.2.3.
ThesaturationﬂuencesofseveralSWCNT-polymercompositeshavealsobeenmea-
sured, yeilding values of approximately 1-2 µJ cm−2 [80,81,86,97]. This is signiﬁcantly
less than the SESAMs used elsewhere in this work whose saturation ﬂuences were of
the order of 50-100 µJ cm−2. A VECSEL using a SWCNT saturable absorber would
therefore require a much larger spot on the absorber than a VECSEL using a SESAM
for stable modelocking. This has implications for the cavity design of a SWCNT mode-
locked VECSEL as discussed below in section 6.4.
6.3 Methods used to produce SWCNT saturable absorbers
A wide variety of different methods have been used to prepare SWCNT saturable ab-
sorbers. This section provides a brief review of these methods.
Most of the SWCNT saturable absorbers used for laser modelocking have been pro-
duced by preparing a solution containing both SWCNTs and a polymer and allowing
the solvent to evaporate [88,98]. For transmission type absorbers the solution is typi-
cally coated onto a substrate and allowed to dry to form a ﬁlm several microns thick.
These ﬁlms are usually used in ﬁbre lasers as the high gain of these lasers can easily
overcome any losses caused by imperfections in the ﬁlm. In this case the ﬁlm is re-
moved from the substrate and then sandwiched between two ﬁbre end ferrules as part
of a ﬁbre ring cavity.
Reﬂection type absorbers start from the same types of solution but in this case the
solution is coated onto a cavity mirror, usually by spin coating, and then allowed to
dry [78]. Films formed this way typically have lower non-saturable loss due to the
higher homogeneity of spin coated layers. However, spin coated layers tend to be
thinner, limiting the number of nanotubes present and therefore the modulation depth
of the absorber. Reﬂection-type absorbers are therefore generally more suitable for low
gain lasers.
Absorbers for ﬁbre lasers have also been produced by embedding tapered ﬁbres in
a polymer-nanotube composite [99]. In these absorbers the evanescent ﬁeld of the light
propogating in the ﬁbre interacts with the nanotubes without the pulse itself passing
through the absorber. Figure 6.4 shows all three geometries described above.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.4: Three commonly used SWCNT absorber geometries. (a) A thin CNT/polymer
ﬁlm is sandwiched inside a ﬁbre ferrule. (b) A high reﬂector is coated with a CNT/polymer
ﬁlm. (c) A tapered ﬁbre is embedded in a CNT/polymer composite.
Methods other than polymer-nanotube solution processing exist for coating sub-
strates. Solutions of nanotubes alone can be sprayed onto a substrate using an air-
brush [79]. In this case there is no polymer ﬁxing the nanotubes in place. They are
held in place by the strong van der Waals forces resulting from their large surface area.
Great care must be taken to avoid inhalation of nanotubes when preparing samples by
this method.
Nanotubes have also been precipitated directly from solution onto ﬁbre ends [85].
In this case a ﬁbre end is suspended in a nanotube solution, allowing nanotubes to
become attached to the ﬁbre. The process can be accelerated if CW radiation is passed
through the ﬁbre. Local heating on the ﬁbre end causes thermophoresis, resulting in
nanotubes being attracted to the ﬁbre end and increasing the deposition rate.
All of the methods above start from a nanotube solution. This can present difﬁcul-
ties as nanotubes are highly insoluble. Their large surface areas mean that the van der
Waals forces between nanotubes are very strong, resulting in clumping. A solvent must
have a very high afﬁnity to nanotubes in order to overcome this tendency to clump. Of
common solvents, nanotubes are most soluble in 1,2-dichlorobenzene (DCB), where
concentrations up to 95 mgL−1 can be achieved [100].
Nanotube solubility can be signiﬁcantly enhanced by using surfactants. These are
molecules that have a high afﬁnity for nanotubes, allowing them to penetrate nanotube
clumps and separate nanotubes out into a solution. Good surfactants for nanotubes
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tend to be polymers, the mechanism for solubilisation being that the polymer molecule
can wrap itself around the nanotube, preventing it from coming into contact with other
nanotubes and clumping. Several polymers compatable with different solvents have
been demonstrated, including carboxymethylcellulose in water [88] and polyvinyl al-
cohol [98] and PMMA [101] in various organic solvents.
Absorbers have also been prepared directly from solid nanotubes rather than from
a solution [86]. Nanotube powder is placed between two substrates. The absorber can
then have the form of a nanotube layer sandwiched between the substrates. Alterna-
tively, high pressure can be used to contact bond the nanotubes to one of the substrates
before removing the other. These methods can give very high nanotube densities and
have produced modulation depths of several tens of percent.
6.4 Fabrication of a SWCNT saturable absorber
The SWCNT saturable absorbers described in this work were made from two differ-
ent SWCNT-polymer solutions. The two polymer-solvent combinations used were
polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) in DCB and carboxymethylcellulose (CMC) in wa-
ter. DCB was chosen as it is the organic solvent in which SWCNTs are most soluble.
PMMA was a convenient polymer to use with DCB as it is highly soluble in DCB, al-
lowing a large range of SWCNT:PMMA concentrations in solution. The CMC-water
combination was chosen as an alternative as much more concentrated SWCNT solu-
tions are possible if a surfactant is used. CMC was a convenient choice of surfactant as
it can also form the matrix of the polymer-SWCNT composite. Both CMC and PMMA
are highly transparent at 1 µm, making them suitable for use inside a VECSEL cavity,
thought the solubility of CMC in water may affect the lifetimes of devices using CMC.
TheproposedmethodwastoapplythinﬁlmsofSWCNT-polymersolutionstostan-
dard multilayer high reﬂector mirrors by spin coating. Once the solution had dried a
SWCNT-polymer composite would remain on the mirror. Careful control of the SW-
CNT density and ﬁlm thickness would allow the modulation depth to be matched to
that required for VECSEL modelocking.
ItisusefultoknowwhatkindofSWCNTdensityisneededinordertoreachagiven
modulation depth. From values in the literature [102] we can estimate the absorption
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cross-section of a single 500 nm SWCNT to be approximately σ ≈ 10−18 m2. (This is
assuming that the cross-section at 1 µm is similar to that at 1.5 µm. Much of the work in
the literature is done for nanotubes around 1.5 µm rather than 1 µm as this wavelength
range is of particular interest for communications.)
The Beer-Lambert absorption law is given by the equation
I = I0 exp

−
nσx
2

, (6.3)
where I0 and I are the initial and transmitted intensities, n is the number density of
nanotubes and x is the layer thickness. The factor of 2 arises because of the double pass
through the absorbing layer in a mirror geometry. If we aim to reach a total absorption
of 1% then, using the Beer-Lambert absorption law, we can ﬁnd the required product
of number density and layer thickness to be nx ≈ 1 × 1016 m−2. We can now calculate
the required ﬁlm thickness given a particular nanotube concentration.
As discussed in section 6.2 the saturation ﬂuence of SWCNTs is much lower than
that of quantum wells. In order to reach saturation at the same power levels a SWCNT-
SA mode-locked VECSEL must have a spot size of approximately 100 µm on the ab-
sorber, comparedto10-15µminaSESAMmode-lockedVECSEL.CavitiesforVECSELs
using carbon nanotube saturable absorbers must therefore be modiﬁed to give a much
larger spot on the absorber.
Figure 6.5 (a) shows a similar Z-cavity to those used in chapters 4 and 5. Focal
lengths of 38 mm for the output coupler and 50 mm for the high reﬂector can been
used to give a 100 µm spot on the absorber and a 60 µm spot on the gain sample.
Alternatively, the SWCNT-polymer layer could be applied to a curved output coupling
mirror. This would allow a hemispherical cavity to be built with a ﬂat gain sample at
one end of the cavity and a focussing mirror/saturable absorber/output coupler at the
other. This case is shown in ﬁgure 6.5 (b).
The following sections will describe the attempts to make a successful saturable
absorber using these two combinations. In section 6.4.1 I will describe the DCB-PMMA
work and in section 6.4.2 the CMC-water work. Section 6.5 will discuss conclusions
and possible future work.
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.5: Cavities designed for large spot size on the absorber. (a) modiﬁed Z-cavity
with focal lengths of 38 mm for the output coupler and 50 mm for the high reﬂector, (b)
hemisperical 2-mirror cavity.
6.4.1 SWCNT saturable absorbers from SWCNT-PMMA-DCB solutions
The ﬁrst attempts at producing SWCNT/PMMA ﬁlms used solutions with concentra-
tionsof95mg/LofSWCNTsand10g/LofPMMA.Byusingestimatesofthemolecular
masses of PMMA and SWCNT molecules and the density of PMMA we can estimate
the number density of SWCNTs in a ﬁlm made from this solution to be ≈ 2×1022 m−3.
A ﬁlm with this number density would require a layer 500 nm thick to achieve an ab-
sorption of 1%.
SolutionswerepreparedbyﬁrstpreparingaSWCNT/DCBmixturewithover95mg/L
of SWCNTs. This oversaturated solution was sonicated for several hours and then cen-
trofuged to remove any undissolved SWCNTs. A quantity of PMMA was then added
to the resulting saturated SWCNT/DCB solution before sonicating again to dissolve
the PMMA.
This solution was applied to both high reﬂectors and glass slides using a standard
photoresist spin coating recipe. Reﬂection/transmission spectra of the samples were
taken in order to ﬁnd the absorption due to the nanotubes, but no change due to the
nanotubes could be measured. The high reﬂector still worked as a laser mirror with
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only a slight increase in threshold, probably due largely to increased scattering losses.
No sign of modelocking was observed in either autocorrelations of RF spectra. It was
therefore concluded that any layers were far too thin to have a signiﬁcant effect on the
laser.
As a ﬁrst attempt at increasing the layer thickness, samples were prepared by spin
coating multiple layers from the same solution, with heating steps in between coats
to completely dry the layers. Transmission spectra of glass slides coated in this way
showed an increase in absorption with a spectrum consistent with SWCNTs. By sub-
tracting the transmission of an uncoated slide from a coated one the absorption due
to the nanotube-containing ﬁlm can be found. Figure 6.6 (a) shows the absorption of
such a ﬁlm made from 20 spin coated layers. The peak at 1000 nm corresponds to
the bandgap of a nanotube with a diameter of 0.7 nm. The peak at 1150 nm most
likely represents contamination of the sample by nanotubes with a larger diameter. For
comparison, ﬁgure 6.6 (b) shows the absorption spectrum of nanotubes from the same
nanotube batch as measured by the supplier prior to shipping.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.6: (a) SWCNT absorption spectrum extracted from the transmission spectrum of a
glass slide coated in 50 nm thick SWCNT/PMMA composite. (b) SWCNT absorption data
provided by the supplier for the batch of SWCNTs used.
An atomic force microscope was used to ﬁnd the layer thickness. A metal point
was used to scratch the ﬁlm on a glass slide and the AFM used to measure the height
proﬁle across the resulting step. Figure 6.7 shows this proﬁle. The ﬁlm thickness can be
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seen to vary between about 30 nm and 50 nm. It is possible that the ﬁlm thickness did
very this drastically but subsequent scanning electron microscope images of similar
ﬁlms (for example ﬁgure 6.8) showed them to be very uniform. The variations in the
thickness are therefore likely to be due to the scratching of the slide.
Figure 6.7: Thickness proﬁle across the edge of a SWCNT/PMMA ﬁlm measured using an
AFM. The ﬁlm thickness is approximately 40 nm.
As the thickness and the absorption of the ﬁlm are known, it is possible to cal-
culate the number density using the Beer-Lambert law. Using the value of the single
nanotube cross section from above we can ﬁnd n ≈ 1023 m−3. This is an order of
magnitude higher than the number density calculated above from the solution concen-
trations, though this calculation is likely to be an overestimate as it attributes all losses
to the nanotubes and ignores any contribution due to imperfections in the ﬁlm.
Mirrors coated using the same method as this glass slide did not signiﬁcantly affect
laser performance. This is not surprising as a 40 nm thick ﬁlm would barely be exposed
tothelaserﬁeldasthereisanantinodeoftheﬁeldatthesurfaceofsuchamirror. Taking
into account the standing wave of the laser ﬁeld, a ﬁlm would be required to be 1 µm
thick in order to give an absorption of 1%. Using this solution this would require an
impractical 400 spin coated layers.
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Figure 6.8: Side-on SEM image of a spin coated PMMA ﬁlm on a glass substrate demon-
strating the uniformity of the ﬁlm.
Spin coating works by applying a droplet of polymer solution to a subtrate and
then spinning it at high speed so that the solvent spreads into an even layer. If the
original solvent thickness is above a certain value then the ﬁnal thickness of the spin
coated layer doesn’t depend on the original thickness. If we assume that the rate of
evaporation is proportional to the square root of the speed of rotation then the ﬁnal
ﬁlm thickness can be modelled by the equation [103]
h ∝ f−1/2ν
1/3
0 , (6.4)
where f is the rotation speed and ν0 is the initial viscosity. The two routes to thicker
ﬁlms are therefore lower spin speeds or higher viscosity solutions.
Usingthesesolutions, thespinspeedcanonlybereducedtoapproximately1000rpm
before the resulting ﬁlms become non-uniform, and the speeds used to spin coat the
ﬁlms described above are already close to this limit. It is therefore necessary to increase
the viscosity of the ﬁlms by increasing the polymer concentration. As a model for the
dependance of solution viscosity on polymer concentration we use the equation
ν0 = νsolvent + νpolymercγ, (6.5)
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where νsolvent and νpolymer are the solvent and polymer viscosities and c is the concen-
tration of the polymer. γ is a numerical factor that depends on the polymer and solvent
used. For the PMMA/DCB combination we assume that it is approximately 2.5. If
we assume that the viscosity is dominated by the polymer then equation 6.4 can be
rewritten as
h ∝ f−1/2(νsolvent + νpolymercγ)1/3 ∝ f−1/2c5/6. (6.6)
Increasing the concentration will lead to thicker layers but will not give ﬁlms with
a higher absorption. This is because the number density of nanotubes in the ﬁlm is
inversely proportional to the polymer concentration, giving an overall dependance of
the absorption coefﬁcient on PMMA concentration of α ∝ c−1/6.
If multiple layers are spun then an increased concentration may still be useful.
When the solvent is applied on top of a polymer ﬁlm then some of the ﬁlm will be
dissolved away during spin coating. If the solution has a higher concentration then the
dissolution will be slower meaning that less of the previous layer is removed. Equally,
if each individual layer is thicker, albeit less absorbing, then less of it will be removed
by this process. Even so, many layers would need to be applied in order to reach a
suitable absorption.
The ideal solution would be to increase the concentration of nanotubes, however
we are already using a saturated solution. There are surfactants that are compatable
with DCB and PMMA but they are typically very expensive. A more convenient solu-
tion is to move to a system where higher SWCNT concentrations are achievable.
6.4.2 SWCNT saturable absorbers from SWCNT-CMC-water solutions
The problems suffered using the PMMA/DCB combination can be solved by using ei-
ther solutions with a higher nanotube concentration or with a higher viscosity for a
given polymer concentration. The CMC/water combination offers both of these ad-
vantages. The use of a surfactant enables solutions to be prepared with much higher
concentrations of nanotubes and CMC/water solutions have very high viscosities.
SWCNT/CMC/watersolutionswerepreparedbyﬁrstdissolvingtherequiredamount
of CMC in water by sonication. SWCNTs were added to the CMC solution and were
sonicated for several hours in order to dissolve as many nanotubes as possible. Again,
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the solution was centrofuged to remove any undissolved nanotubes then sonicated fur-
ther to make sure the solution was well mixed.
CMC/water solutions become very viscous very rapidly as the CMC concentration
is increased. This presents difﬁculties for both the dissolution of the nanotubes and
the centrofuging. If the solution is too viscous then the nanotubes cannot disperse well
enough through the solution to dissolve. Also, undisolved clumps of nanotubes will
require very high centrofuging speeds in order for the acceleration to overcome the
viscosity of the solution and separate them.
The CMC/water combination also presents certain difﬁculties during spin coating.
Water evaporates much more slowly than DCB, meaning that the sample must be spun
for several minutes until the ﬁlm has dried entirely. The high viscosity of these solu-
tionsisdesirablebuttheyalsohavealargesurfacetension. Thismeansthatthesolution
needs a faster spin speed in order to be evenly spread over the substrate. Both of these
effects make it more difﬁcult to spin coat high quality ﬁlms using CMC/water. Using
CMC with a lower degree of polymerisation would have helped this issue by reducing
the surface tension without affecting the molecules ability to act as a surfactant.
Figure 6.9: Side-on SEM image of a SWCNT/CMC ﬁlm on a glass slide. The thickness of
the ﬁlm can be measured to be 1.8 µm
Some success was had in spin coating SWCNT/CMC ﬁlms. The thickness of the
ﬁlms could be measured by cleaving a coated glass slide then using a scanning electron
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microscope to image the ﬁlm side-on. Films were measured at several points on the
slide to estimate the uniformity of the ﬁlm. Figure 6.9 shows an SEM image of a 1.8 µm
thick layer of SWCNT/CMC composite on a glass slide. This ﬁlm was made of 5 layers,
spin coated at 500 rpm from a solution containing 250 mg/L of SWCNTs and 9.25 g/L
of CMC. The ﬁlm thickness was found to vary between 1.6 µm and 2.3 µm, though
these variations only occur over millimeter distances on the ﬁlm. The number density
of SWCNTs in the ﬁlm can be calculated in the same way as in section 6.4.1 leading to
a theoretical value of 3% for the absorption of a 1.8 µm thick ﬁlm.
The same solution was spin coated onto a high reﬂector using the same recipe. Fig-
ure 6.10 shows the stop band of the reﬂectivity spectrum of the resulting mirror, with
the reﬂectivity spectrum of an uncoated high reﬂector for comparison. A dip in the re-
ﬂectivity spectrum with a depth of 3% is visible at 1000 nm. This dip is consistent with
the theoretical absorption predicted from the solution calculations. There is however,
an overall loss increase of 7% compared to the uncoated high reﬂector.
Figure 6.10: Close up of the stop band of both an uncoated high reﬂector and a high reﬂec-
tor coated with a SWCNT/CMC ﬁlm. The decrease in reﬂectivity at 1000 nm due to the
SWCNTs can be seen to be approximately 3%.
Assuming that the entire SWCNT absorption dip is saturable, then the ratio of sat-
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urable to non-saturable loss for this ﬁlm is 0.42. This is much worse than the SESAMs
used for VECSEL modelocking, SESAM QT1627 has a much better ratio of 1.36 for
example. If the thickness of such a ﬁlm was reduced so that its modulation depth
matched that of QT1627 then the non-saturable loss would be 0.7% compared to 0.2%
for QT1627. The extra 0.5% loss is at the limit of what is tolerable for a VECSEL.
Thinner ﬁlms could be prepared from the same solution to try to reduce the losses
to a level suitable for VECSEL modelocking. Reducing the number of layers or increas-
ing the spin speed would both give thinner ﬁlms with lower losses. It is not known
whether this ratio of saturable to non-saturable losses would be maintained in thin-
ner ﬁlms. The main sources of non-saturable loss are likely to be scattering losses and
clumped nanotubes. The loss due to clumped nanotubes could be expected to decrease
with ﬁlm thickness, but the scattering loss depends primarily on the interface quality.
Spin coating fewer layers and at higher speeds are likely to improve the surface quality,
but it is not clear that the saturable to non-saturable ratio will be maintained.
6.5 Conclusions and future work
In theory, carbon nanotube saturable absorbers can have signiﬁcantly faster recovery
times and absorption bandwidths than the SESAMs currently used for VECSEL mod-
elocking. Faster recovery times typically lead to shorter pulses and are therefore de-
sirable. A large absorption bandwidth not only makes the absorber more wavelength-
ﬂexiblebutshouldalsoallowopticalStarkeffectmodelockingtoproduceshorterpulses.
Carbonnanotubesaturableabsorberscanalsobemadeusingstandardsolutionprocess-
ing techniques, whichare much cheaperand more ﬂexible thanthe epitaxial techniques
used to grow SESAMs. Carbon nanotube saturable absorbers have been used to mode-
lock a range of lasers at wavelengths between 1 µm and 1.9 µm, producing pulses with
durations below 100 fs. The main obstacle to their use as modelocking elements for
VECSELs lies in their high non-saturable losses.
In this chapter techniques are developed for making a carbon nanotube saturable
absorbersuitableforusewithVECSELs. Differentpolymer/solventcombinationshave
been explored and their advantages and disadvantages identiﬁed. An acceptable ratio
of saturable to non-saturable loss is achieved, but only with losses too high for use
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with VECSELs. The overall loss could be decreased by reducing the layer thickness,
but without further work it is not clear what effect this would have on the saturable to
non-saturable loss ratio.
Several measures could be taken to further reduce the non-saturable losses. SEM
images of the spin-coated ﬁlms show that the ﬁlm thickness varies by as much as 40%
over the whole substrate. It is clear then, that the spin coating process could be im-
proved on. Spin coating at higher speeds or using CMC with a lower molecular mass
would improve ﬁlm quality, as would spinning fewer layers onto the substrate.
Another source of loss is clumps of nanotubes. While most of the clumps of undis-
solved nanotubes were removed by centrofuging it is likely that some remained. Once
again, lower molecular mass CMC would have been useful as the high viscosity of the
CMC solutions reduced the effectiveness of centrofuging. Equally, a more powerful
centrofuge would have been useful.
A ﬁnal source of loss is the presence of metallic nanotubes and catalyst contam-
inants in the nanotube sample. The nanotube sample from the manufacturer is es-
timated to be over 80% semiconducting nanotubes, but this still leaves a signiﬁcant
source of loss from the remaining 20%. Methods exist for further purifying the sample,
but are complex and time consuming and should only be used if absolutely essential.
Reﬂectivity measurements are a necessary tool for the analysis of saturable ab-
sorbers but other measurement equipment would be very valuable in order to fully
characterise the absorbers. Most useful would be saturation ﬂuence measurements,
not so much as a tool for measuring the saturation ﬂuence itself, but more to accurately
measure the saturable and non-saturable losses. Pump-probe measurements would
also be interesting, but are less useful regarding absorber design. There is also a clear
consensus in the literature about the recovery times of SWCNTs making such measure-
ment less crucial.
In conclusion, progress has been made towards a carbon nanotube saturable ab-
sorber. Suitable solution processing techniques have been identiﬁed, as have the nec-
essary methods of analysis. Future work should focus on reducing the losses, partic-
ularly the non-saturable loss, to levels more suitable for VECSELs, and on improving
the available characterisation apparatus to include saturation ﬂuence measurements.
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Conclusions
7.1 Major results presented in this work
The work presented in this thesis represents signiﬁcant progress towards the goal of
mode-locked VECSELs as a practical source for applications such as terahertz genera-
tionandopticalsampling. The100fspulsedurationthresholdhasbeenpassed, making
VECSELs competitive with other widely used sources. In particular, the performance
of VECSELs is approaching that of mode-locked ﬁbre lasers, especially at high repeti-
tion rates, where ﬁbre lasers are limited by their long cavities.
The question of jitter is of great importance for these practical applications. Pre-
vious work by Wilcox et al. [4] has shown that VECSELs are capable of relatively low
jitter values. The stabilisation scheme demonstrated in this work builds on this by
achieving jitter values below 200 fs in the bandwidth 300 Hz to 1.5 MHz, suitable for
these applications, by using a very simple, highly ﬂexible and low cost set-up.
On a more fundamental level, the pulse trains emitted by the 70 fs VECSEL are
indicative of a dynamic modelocking regime never before seen in semiconductor os-
cillators. A stronger optical Stark effect SESAM and a broader gain bandwidth have
enabled pulses shorter that the carrier-phonon scattering time to be produced. Investi-
gations of this regime indicate that below this threshold the dynamic saturation of the
gain medium causes multiple very closely spaced pulses.
Despite their many successes, SESAMs have certain limitations in terms of produc-
ing ultrashort pulses, in particular their picosecond recovery times and limited spectral
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bandwidths. Carbon nanotubes offer signiﬁcant improvements in these respects. The
work presented here has investigated the production of a carbon-nanotube-based sat-
urable absorber via solution processing. While unsuccessful in producing a working
absorber, the necessary techniques have been developed and difﬁculties identiﬁed.
7.2 Future work
Several aspects of mode-locked VECSEL performance still need to be improved if they
are to reach their full potential. While pulse durations are now competitive with other
similar sources, the behaviour of VECSELs in the pulse train regime is not well under-
stood. A more complete picture of the carrier dynamics in the gain sample is needed
if the multiple pulsing in these lasers is to be controlled. Pump-probe experiments on
inverted gain samples would be particularly useful in this respect.
Work by Daniell et al. [54] implies that 70 fs is a limit to the pulse duration that can
be reached using a optical Stark effect absorber with a given bandwidth. Shorter pulses
could be produced by using an optical Stark effect saturable absorber with a larger
bandwidth, for example one based on carbon nanotubes. Alternatively, an additional
modelocking mechanism could be used to shorten pulses further, for example Kerr lens
modelocking or quasi-soliton modelocking.
If VECSELs are to produce shorter pulses then broader gain spectra will be needed.
This will require both an increase in the emission bandwidth of the laser medium and
a reduction in the ﬁltering caused by the sample microcavity. The microcavity effect
could be reduced by using a thinner sample but antireﬂection coatings would provide a
better solution. The emission bandwidth could be increased either by using a quantum
dot based gain medium or by offsetting the peak wavelengths of the different quantum
wells in the sample.
Another aspect of mode-locked VECSEL performance where signiﬁcant improve-
ments are possible is in the average power. One of the major selling points of the VEC-
SEL architecture is the possibility for power scaling by increasing the emitting area on
the gain sample. Improved heat removal by sample processing has also allowed CW
VECSELs to achieve average powers of tens of watts. It is likely that sub-picosecond
VECSELs could also give multi-watt outputs with suitable sample processing.
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Research on VECSELs has lead to signiﬁcant progress in the 12 years since their ﬁrst
demonstration. Frequency-doubled CW VECSELs have emerged as highly efﬁcient
sources of visible radiation. The ﬁrst commercial high-power green VECSELs have
been released recently as pump sources for Ti:sapphire lasers, but it is likely that these
types of lasers will see greater use as RGB sources for laser projection systems, as their
potential for high efﬁciencies and compact packaging make them strong competitors
for these applications.
Mode-locked VECSELs have also seen signiﬁcant improvements in performance,
conﬁrming their potential to produce ultrashort pulses at watt power levels and multi-
gigahertz repetition rates. Two main approaches to improving their performance have
emerged, with the main foci of research being either shorter pulse durations or greater
compactness via sample integration. Ultimately, the progress made in these areas is
likely to result in very compact, high repetition rate sources of femtosecond pulses,
with great potential for wavelength ﬂexibility. These sources would have a wide range
of potential applications in areas such as optical clocking and sampling, communica-
tions, terahertz generation, and many others.
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